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IK!IEODUC!I?IOjr 
5iie cattle ceasus of 19^ rereeled that India had I5S millioa 
cattle. She cattle popiilatioa for the vhole vorld then was ahout 
650 aillions. India alone contriTjuted one foxirth of that nojaher. 
OPhere is no reason to think that relationship has changed in recent 
years. The total cultivated area in India was approximately 260 
million acres out of which only 10.5 million acres were in forage 
crops (Sikka, 19^?^). 5*or each acre of land in forage crops there 
are fifteen head of cattle in India, fhis means too many cattle 
per acre of forage crops. 
Wright estimated the average anntml production of milk per cow 
for the entire couatry to "be 600 pounds while Olver found the average 
production to "be 9^3 pounds per lactation in seven cattle breeding 
areas of India. Both of these estimates were made in 1937* 
19^8 Sikka reported the annual production per animal to "be OTproxi-
mately 750 potmds. The average of all the cows, good and "bad, beef 
cows and scru"b cows, as well as dairy cows, in the United States was 
reported by Wright (1937) to be about five thousand pounds per year. 
2his indicates that the Indian cattle in India are poor producers 
of milk as compared with Stiropean cattle in the United States. 3fhis 
difference is obviously not all in the cattle| a part of it is due 
to differences in management as well. 
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At present the average daily consTJiaptioa of milk aad other dairy 
products in. India is eq,ui-valent to seren ounces of milk per capita. 
Olrer (1937) found that in the seven cattle rearing areas of India 
forty-six per cent of the population consumed no milk. Qhere is thus 
a great need to increase total milk production of the country. 
The maintenance requirement of poor producing cows forme a 
larger fraction of their feed intake than does that part used for 
the production of milk. Milk production is directly proportional 
to the latter part. In India there is a large numher of poor produc­
ing cows. Bie fraction of their total feed intake used for manufac-
tiiring milk is smaller than the fraction used for maintenance. In 
order to increase the total ailk production of the country the amount 
of feed used for manufacturing milk will have to be increased without 
increasing the total amount fed to cattle. The only way to accomplish 
this is to decrease the utamher of cattle considerably to allow proper 
feeding of the remainder. £ut the animals must have the inherent 
ability to produce milk efficiently. The three most promising methods 
of changing the genetic constitution of the cattle in India are as 
follows: 
1. Selection of the more desirable animals from the native strains. 
2. Heplacement of a part or all of the existing animals by higher 
producing cattle of the European breeds. 
3. The production and development of a new strain by combining 
the germ plasm from the native and the 3uropeaua animals. 
Selection can isolate and increase the proportion of the more 
desirable existing factors. It can also produce combinations which 
did not exist before. Sometimes it can even move the whole popula­
tion to a point beyond the range of the most extreme individual in 
it when the selection began. But in dairy cattle it probably will 
take considerable time to bring about changes of such magnitude 
because the amount of selection is limited by the slow reproductive 
rate. 5?he practical value of selection in increasing silk production 
of cattle in India would depend also upon the milk increase desired. 
If one e:5>ected to increase the average per cow production of milk 
to the level of the European breeds the questions would arise: (l) Do 
the Indian breeds have anywhere in them the genes for the production 
of milk at a level as high as that of Euaropean cattle? (2) Is the 
frequent of such genes in Indian cattle at such a level that rapid 
progress could be made? 
Schneider reported studying and finding only one or ti^o of the 
best herds of Indian dairy cattle that averaged about 5500 pounds of 
milk annually per cow with ailMngs 3aot more than three times daily. 
BTo Sahiwal cow in the Pusa herd produced over seven thousand potinds 
of milk per lactation in 26 years, although the herd had been under 
continuous selection (Sayer, 1932). iChese figures are rather low 
as compared with the average annual milk yield of about nine thousand 
poujids per cow in the D.E.I.A. herds of Iowa where some of the best 
herds averaged from twelve to sixteen thousauid pounds of milk per cow 
per year over a period of six or more years (D.H.I.A. %t. 1950). 
Oa the basis of his personal experience Schneider p. U) 
made the fcllowixig statement: 
Indian cattle are far behind the European breeds in 
milk production and present curves indicate they will never 
catch ta .. . . .It has not been proved from records 
of production that Indian cattle have the genes necessary 
for hi^ ailk production. At least this is not sufficiently 
certain that it CselectionJ should be the exclusive aethod 
of trying to increase the stjpply to meet the country's need 
of milk .... Selection alone may be slow. It may 
never . . . accomplish the goal . . , if we are aiming 
at milk yields that compare with those of the western 
breeds of cattle. 
In accepting this statement a certain amomt of caution is neces­
sary, for no e^erimental evidence but only reasoning has been 
presented by him to sxroport these statements. 
— Siropean dairy cattle, which j^arently carry factors for 
high milk production, have been taken to many tropical and subtropi­
cal areas. Under the adverse environmental conditions in those areas 
their inherent capacity for high milk production is not espressed. 
fhe milk production of the European cattle born and raised elsewhere 
and taken to the tropics usually drops to materially lower levels 
within one or two lactations. Shey are not able to perform at 
economical levels. In general they have shown inability to withstand 
the climatic and disease conditions of those regions and consequently 
have proved uneconomical.— 
Some evidence is presented by Edwards (1932) regarding the 
production of European animals that were born and raised within the 
tropics. 5Phe annual milk production of Eolstein, Jersey and Guern­
sey breeds at the Government Stock Farms, Hope, Kingston, Jamaica 
was 5790* 5700 and H29O pounds, re^ectively. Performance is 
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detenained by producing ability and adaptability to the environment. 
Both the Jersey and the Holstein breeds originated and developed 
in the tsaperate zone. Their adrotability to the temperate environ­
ment shoiild be approximately equal. In general, however, in the 
tenperate zone the Holstein cows produce more milk than do the 
Jerseys. This means that the former breed has ability for greater 
milk production there than does the latter. But s^jproxiaately 
equal performance by both breeds studied by Edwards indicates that 
Jersey cows are better adapted to tropical coniiitions than are 
Holsteins. 
Hany other conditions besides that reported by Sdwards indicate 
the inability of European breeds to withstand the tropical conditions. 
Growth rate, fertility and other iaiportant body functions are reduced 
because of high atmo^heric temperature of the tropics (Bonsma, 19^0); 
proper growth and development do not take place in spite of the 
animals being k^t on a high plane of nutrition (Howe, 19^9) and 
even degenerative changes occur (Hammond, 1932) among the animals of 
European breeds born and raised within the tropics. 
Adrotability of a breed to its surroundings may be measured by 
its capacity to be self sufficient as a breeding unit, capable of 
existing and multiplying without recourse to repeated importations 
of new blood. In this sense the animals of pure European breeds 
that are born and raised within the tropics show lack of adaptability 
to their surroundings. 
fhe problCT of a geneticist working with dairy cattle in the 
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tropics and the sulJtropics seems to "be that of comljirdng into one 
dairy aaiBal the adaptability to tropical conditions and the inheri­
tance of the aljility to produce large quantities of milk. Crossing 
— Indian dairy cattle with European dairy breeds appears to "be one 
of the most proaising solutions to the prohlens of dairy farming in 
the tropics. !i!his leads to the following questions: 
1. '!?hich native breed aaong the Indian dairy breeds should be 
used for the crossing? 
2. With which Siropean breed should the cross be made? 
3. What proportion of European blood will be most suitable for 
milk production? 
The purpose of this investigation was to study the production of 
^hiwal, Sindhi and crosses between th«ii and Hoi stein in varying com­
binations to determine which were most suitable for milk production 
on well managed Indian farms." The data available involved only 
crosses with the Holstein breed; hence question 2 cannot be considered. 
Among the Indian dairy breeds only two, the Sahiwal and the Sindhi, 
were used, "liiese Indian breeds were the two out of the three most 
common dairy breeds in the military farms of India at the time data 
were collected. 
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ESVIEW OF LIOISRArUBS 
In many parts of the world efforts have "been made to synthesize 
from crosses of Indian and E-oropean cattle a groijp that woTild "be 
better milk producers and yet be ada^jted to the conditions that 
exist in those parts. Most of this information comes from Africa, 
India, South ^erica and the West Indies. 
Accordiisg to Kelley (1932) the Indian cattle are highly resis­
tant to some diseases, such as tick fever, to which the Saropean 
breeds are very susceptible. 
Carneiro and Bhoad (1936) fotind a dearease in the growth rate 
of purebred Bblstein calves in the tropics as compared vith similar 
calves under temperate conditions. They attributed the slow growth 
rate of the European breeds to their inability to withstand the 
cliaiate and to the restriction of food intake due to inability to 
metabolize properly at high temperatures sufficient food for a normal 
existence. 
Bonsma (19^) found that the Buropean breeds ceased ruminating 
at atmospheric tsnperatures above 90®P. His study and the others 
cited aboViB show the lack of adaptability of European breeds to the 
tropics. 
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— Adaptability of the Crossbreds 
2he animals produced, by combining the inheritance from European 
and Indian cattle give sufficient evidence of their adaptability to 
the tropics as indicated below. 
S'abours (1912), in describing the crosses between Bos indicus and 
Bos taurus that were made by Borden, stated that they were larger in 
size more vigorous than the purebreds. 
Bray (1932) presented the following weights from the crossbreed­
ing work at the Loxtislana Experiment Station: 
At weaning At one year At two years 
Average of European animals ^33 Ihs. 6^+9 lbs. 9^ lbs. 
Average of ^ Brahman type ^90 lbs. 733 1039 lbs. 
He therefore concluded that the crosabreds* had greater wei^t and 
faster rate of growth at all the stages. 
Irtish (1933) reported favorably on the use of Indian cattle to 
develop a more satisfactory animal than pure Suropean breeds for Texas. 
Manresa (1937) opposed the introduction of western breeds as such 
into the Philippine islands but endorsed the "blending of the desirable 
characteristics of the western breeds with breeds which can live in 
the tropics." 
Ehoad (1938) measured the rate of tranroiring water at different 
tenrperatures.' She rate was measured in centigrams of water evaporated 
per hour from two areas of ten centimeters each on the body of the 
* 
!2ie term "Crossbred" is used in this study in the sense in which 
it is understood in India and is applied to all animals containing 
foreign blood. 
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animals. He reported: 
Shade tenqjerature Purebred Angus Angus Zelm Purebred Zebu 
S6-95OF 96.5 1S3.^ 176.2 
76-S5O? 79.5 129.7 
66-75®^ 35.0 75.2 35.6 
if6-65®2' 31.0 33.1 28.5 
At high teiroeratures the half-breds transpired decidedly faster than 
either of the parental strains. ITnder extrsnely high temperatures 
Wxieix xxo-x vjLLcsZ^ pcbx OA&wea^i. Bwxcfcjuu wcJLJL. ebvtcbM ctau. uuo WA V/a(9uZ^ou>c» cw7c 
to be satisfactory for the above reason. At lower tensperatares the 
Zebus tran^ire at the lowest rate of the three classes. This means 
they might "be better adapted to moderately low teaiperatares than the 
other two (passes. 
Kelley (19^3) r^orted that crossbreds of the Zebu with the 
British beef breeds were quite suitable for the northern part of 
Australia. His data indicated that crossbreds were more vigorous 
than either of the parental strains. Ihis was more obvious if the 
environment was safficiently tropical to be Inimical to the Sritish 
breeds. The crossbreds attained mature weight at least one year 
earlier and were at least fifty pounds heavier than the purebreds. 
In dry winter season the crossbreds did not lose as mudi in weight as 
the purebreds. The crossbreds were more hardy and lived longer than 
did the British breeds. 
Eathore (19^9) fomid that the first crosses between the Sindhi 
and each of the Jersey, Holstein, Guernsey and the Brown Swiss breeds 
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were heavier at "birth and gained more at the later stages than did 
the ptirebred Zehu calves. 
All these evidences indicate that the crosshreds are more adaptable 
to ths tropical eavironiaeat tlaan the Saropeaa breeds. In fact tuader 
certain conditions the crossbreds might be even more suitable than 
the purebred Indian cattle.—• 
Ige at Pirst Calving 
Sie purebred Sindhig at the Agricultural Institute of -ollahausd, 
India on the average gave birth to their first calves at 3»5^ years 
(iasena, 1950)* 
Littlewood (1935) r^orted that the first cross heifers between 
the and the Ayrshire breeds matured on the average at the 
age of two years and seven and a half months. He also reported the 
age at first calving for the grotros; both of which were 
between three years and three years two months. 
Hissar-Priesian crossbred heifers were early maturing. According 
to Wilson (19^3) they calved in one year ten months to two years 
three months' time. 
Howe (19H9) found the age at the first calving of the crosses 
of the Sahiwal with the Saropean breeds to increase with the amount 
of Sahiwal blood. The following table gives his averages in years: 
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Parebred Soropean 6/8 Saropean 5/S Siropean. U/S European 
2/g Zelm 3/S Zetu U/S Sebu 
Jers^ 2.9 3*1 3-3 3-3 
Guernsey 3»2 3»7 3*6 3*6 
Hblstein - 3-5 3.^ 3-5 
Average 2-9 3.^ 3-^ 3-5 
liandon (I950) found the following ages ftt first calvir^ aaong 
cattle at Allahabad: 
_ TtTn**—"V^ »A A <* A 4 m o «*• VX5tSS iSWUttWC* AM — o 
^ Jersey J Sindhi 12 2.^ 
l/U Jersey 3/1?- Sindhi 29 2.S 
l/S Jersey 7/2 Sindhi I9 3*1 
0 Jersey S/S Sindhi 13 3»^ 
Hie age at first calving increased as the amount of Zebu "blood increased. 
Ihese studies indicate that the cross'breds are earlier maturing 
their piarebred Zebu dams, though probably not as early maturing 
as the purebred European heifers. 
Milk Production 
Henderson (1927) testifying before the Soyal Cfemiaission on Agricul­
ture in India, said that a few European cattle were introduced into 
the district near Patna about fifty years ago. The village breeders 
selected for the hungjless character and obtained cows containing 
inheritance which was a mixture of the 2uropean and the village cows-
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They called such cows "iSaylor Sreed". These covs gave more ailk 
than the village cows. Henderson ejspressed doubt that ecLual iinprove-
ment could have "been made by introducing a better breed of indigenous 
cattle into that area. 
Sikka (1931)# studying the milk production of purebred Sahiwal 
cows and their crosses '.vlth the Holstein, drew the following conclusion; 
A good cow is a persistent milker not only within a 
lactation but throtsghout her lifetime so that her average 
yield per lactation for the whole life be high. 2he 
Indian cows are of very poor quality as milkers in the above 
sense. !fhis is true even when the records of the cows from 
the best herds are studied. 
Eecords of the crossbreds studied by him bring out clearly their 
extraordinary milking c^ability. They are in no way inferior in 
their milking capability (in the above sense) to any European breed. 
In fact they appear a bit superior in persistency. Ihe crossbreds 
maintain their yi^d throrighout their liyes as nicely as any other 
dairy breed of the world. 
According to iittlewood (^33» 1935) birth weight of the 
female Ayrshire-Sindhi and Ayrshire-Sahiwal calves was larger than 
that of the Indian purebreds tinder the same environment, ^e first 
cross calves showed a faster growth rate than the purebreds. At 
fotir years of age the first crossbreds had heavier body weight, more 
height at withers and larger diameter of the heart-girth than the 
purebreds. 
Littlewood also compared milk production and the dry periods for 
purebreds, the first crosses and the later generations as shown belowS 
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Generation Sua'ber of Average yield Average Average ntaater lifetime 
animals per lactation days dry of days in milk average 
in pounds in pounds 
25 5122 83 318 12.7 
P 19 Uo6s 97 290 10.5 
2 
9 ^151 9^ 30^ 10. h 
SindMa 15 3^31 1S6 286 7.2 
She first crosses thus produced forty per cent more milk in a sSiorter 
caJLving interval than did their dams. 3?hey remained dry for a shorter 
time. She lifetime averages are the average daily productions from 
the day of the first calving to the last day of the last calving. 
The dry periods were also included in determining these lifetime 
averages. 5?he crossTjreds gave on the average from three to five 
pounds more milk per day during their lifetime than did their purebred 
Indian dams. Idttlevood pointed out one drawback of the halfbred 
cows as conroared to the purebred Indian ones. 2?his was that many of 
the halfbreds did not conceive at the first or the second service. 
He has not presented the figures for the number of services required 
by the two groups for each conception. OSiat noaber could not be 
large for the halfbreds because their average calving interval was 
not long. 
Eartha (193^) found the following information on the Sahiwal 
cows and the Sahiwal-Hblstein crossbreds in India: 
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Average mazimum 
yield in pounds 
C.7. Bate of decline 0.7. 
Crossbred cows 975 36.6^ 9.2 1^3.0^ 
Pedigreed Sahiwals 7H0 8,6 
Ordinary Sahiwals 505 29.3^ 11.7 ^9.2^ 
The aTerage oaximtistt yield is the average of yields per month at the 
peak of mariarim lactation. G.Y. stands for coefficient of variation. 
The rate of decline vas oeasured per hundred potrnds of production 
per month from the peak of lactation. The pedigreed Sahiwals were 
* 
more persistent than the crosshreds Imt the former were much more 
variable, as indicated by the coefficients of variation. In milkiag 
ability, as indicated by the average maximuEi yield, the crossbreds 
were decidedly superior. Eartha also studied the change in the rate 
of decline with changes in the level of production. The level of 
production was measured by the average maxiaiam yields. Thus he 
found the "increase in the rate of decline for each hundred pounds 
rise in the level of production". The values of this increase for 
the crossbreds, the pedigreed Sahiwals and the ordinary Sahiwals 
were .53* '57 and 1.62 pounds, respectively. The level of production 
of the pedigreed Sahiwals is lower than that of the crossbreds by 
235 poujids. The rate of decline for the pedigreed Sahiwals increases 
.57 pound per hundred pounds rise in the level of production. If the 
pedigreed Sahiwals had the same level of production as the crossbreds 
In this study persistency is used as the complement of the rate 
of decline. 
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their rate of decline woiald have "been S.6+- 2.35 (•57)502' 9*9 pounds 
as compared "to 9*2 pounds for the crossbreds. The pedigreed Sahiwal 
cows would thus lose their advantage for higher persistency when 
their level of production approaches that of the crosshreds. The 
lower persistency of the crossbreds mi^t "be due to their higher 
level of production. 
Zartha also reported the following correlations: 
Correlation between Correlation between 
rate of decline* and age and production 
age 
Crossbreds .2^^ .17 
Pedigreed Sahiwals .36 .06 
Ordinary Sahiwals .22 .22 
Persistency of the pedigreed Sahiwals decreased rapidly with age but 
their production did not seem to go TO. The persistency of the 
crossbreds also decreased with age. She decrease in the persistencgr 
of the crossbreds was less than that of the pedigreed Sahiwals. Unlike 
the pedigreed Sahiwals the production of the crossbreds increased 
with age. The relation between age and nroduction is curvilinear. 
Hence the above linear correlation coefficients are not likely to 
measure perfectly the relationship between the two variables. On the 
basis of his further studies Siartha (l93'+» P» 356) came to the follow­
ing conclusions: 
In crossbred cows there is a tendency to maintain the 
rate of yield they attain in the maximaai month instead of 
defining continuously. The ordinary purebreds lack this. 
*Here also the rate of decline was measured per hundred pounds 
of production per month from the peak of lactation. 
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Prench (1939^ crossed Holsteia and Ayrshire bulls on the native 
cows in the coastal parts of Tanganyika. He foimd that the Holsteia 
crossbreds were "better as far as the size, the conformation and the 
milk yield were concerned. 5!he first crosses "between the Ayrshire 
and the Indian cattle were superior in all respects to their Indian 
Tjarents. They were even better than the mid-parents for many charac­
ters. Both the Ayrshire and the Holsteia crosses had a very desirable 
property not found in the European animals. had an ''extractive 
digestive" system rather than a "capacious" tjrpe like that of their 
Suropean parents. 2!hey could make good use of poor quality and 
small quantity of feed. 
Wilson found that crossbred ibriesian-Hissar heifers 
TDroduced as much as ten to fifteen pounds of milk daily whereas their 
dams yielded only fova to seven pounds of milk per day. !Ehe cross­
breds showed an increase of one hundred per cent or more over their 
dams' daily production. 
According to Matson's study (19^6) of the records of thirty-two 
years from seventeen breeding herds of dairy cattle belonging to 
the Government of India each crossbred female that was sired by any 
one of about one hundred imported Holsteia and Ayrshire bulls produced 
quite a bit more milk than did her dsm. By crossbreeding and calling, 
considerable improvement was made in the production of milk per cow 
•oer year. Some of the first crosses not only gave more milk than 
their dams but substantially more than any female in their sire's 
ancestry, too. 
Howe (19^9) foxmd that in Jamaica the animals with Zebu "blood 
had a higher "birth weight and grew more rapidly than the pturehred 
European cattle. Sie rate of growth increased with an increase in 
the anotmt of Ze'bu hlood 1:5) to a level of fifty per cent. Howe did 
not have individuals with more than fifty per cent Zebu blood. 5li0 
difference in the growth rate became more prono-onced after the age 
of two years. At matxirity the halfbreds weighed^ on liie average, 
179 pounds more per head than the purebreds at the same age. The 
milk production per lactation increased as the amount of Zebu blood 
increased, the greatest production being made by the halfbreds. 
Similar trends were noticed in the case of maxianjEi daily production. 
Averages of the 300-day milk records from Jersey-Sindhi crosses 
at the Allahabad Agricultural Institute were as follows (2?andon, 1950) 
Lactations Average yield 
1/2 Jersey 1/2 Sindhi 73 ^067 lbs. 
l/U Jersey 3/^ Sindhi 66 3^10 lbs. 
1 / 8  Jersey 7/8 Sindhi 21 2g6o lbs. 
Sindhis 70 2796 lbs. 
These figures indicate that aaong the classes ha-d-ng fifty per cent 
or more of Zebu blood the milk yield per lactation increases with 
decrease in the amount of Zebu blood. 
She crossbreds are more persistent. 5?hey have lactation yields 
higher than even the selected Zebu cows. They also have high average 
lifetime daily yields. Most of the workers found that the highest 
producing group of crossbreds was the one having fifty per cent Zebu 
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tlood. ^ong the animals having fifty per cent Zebu "blood the first 
cross is quite siroerior to the subsequent generations. 5?his 
su^ests a heterotic action of the factors affectiisg milk production. 
Factors Affecting the Milk Prodaction of Crossbreds 
Season 
Joseph and Dave (1931) presented the folloi#ing monthly distribu­
tions of the calvings of the Sahiwal cows in the Pusa herd in India: 
Months Jan. Feb. Mardti Apr. May Jme Jtily At(g. Sept. Oct. i»ov. Dec. 
^ Calvings 
10.3 9.1 S.9 8.2 7.5 7.2 7.0 7-8 7.2 7.0 9.1 lO.g 
Under the null hypothesis tliat the month]^ distribution of the calvings 
is uniform a was computed. Significantly more calvings occurred 
between November and February (the winter months) than between May 
and September (the summer months). Ho significant differences among 
the months of calving were found in milk yield per lactation, in 
calving interval or in dry period. 
More pvtrebred Sahiwals and Sahiwal-Holstein crosses calved between 
January and April than between July and September according to Sikka 
(1931). 3!he lactation yields were more variable for the cows calving 
between September and ^vanber than for those calving in any other 
month. He also found erratic variations in milk yield from one calving 
month to another. Ihe latter differences were not statistically 
significant. On this basis Sikka concluded that no large effect of 
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season. on milk 3rield existed. She differences "between the means of 
the different aonths were explained by the unequal aonthly distribu­
tion of cows of different levels of production. 
Age vhen the records were made 
According to Gowen (192^+) and many others the milk yield in 
Suropean cows rises at an erer decreasing rate as the age of the cov 
advances, until the age of aazimtm productivity is reached, ^Thereafter 
it declines at an ever increasing rate as age increases, This 
phenomenon can be considered as an eapression of gsrowth and senescence. 
Joseph and Dave (1931^ presented the following evidence regarding 
the effect of age on the milk production of Sahival covs: 
Lactation number Average yield Percentage of highest 
lactation yield 
1 2975 l^s. 68 
2 3^13 " 7S 
3 liOlS « 91 
h k2J3 « 97 
5 H3S6 " 100 
6 3S51 " Sg 
7 ^76 » 93 
g 1^136 * 9I} 
Milk yield increased about forty-seven per cent from first calving 
to maturity at the fifth lactation. After maturity only a slight 
decline was noticed. 
Sikka (1931) summarized the records of Sahiwal cows from several 
herds as follows* 
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lactation nmaber Hean yield 
ifrosL the raw Itm^ed lactations*) 
9 
10 
11 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
h 
5 
6 
3763 li>s. 
U033 » 
ii09S 
U216 « 
U065 « 
laaU » 
4331 " 
UIO5 B 
3755 « 
U647 « 
it77l; » 
bs 
tt 
It 
Even thotigh the first peak vas reached at the foiurth lactation, an 
irregularity is evident in subsequent lactations. Selection may have 
been responsible for the high records of the last tvo lactations. 
Siese, of conrse, were made by only those cows which remained in the 
herd after the poor ones were culled. Chance and small mamber of 
recordst in addition to selection, are other factors likely to have 
been reiroonsible for this irregularity. 
To refine his estimates of the effects of age on milk production 
Sikka used the "Composite curve method". This method is becoming 
more generally called now the "paired lactation method*. It consists 
of computing means for the first and second lactations of cows that 
had records in both periods. 3y setting the mean of the first lacta­
tion equal to 100 a corresponding value for the mean of the second 
lactation is found. Let this be c^led X. Kean yields are then 
calculated for cows that had both second and third lactations. By 
The effect of selection was not considered. 
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setting the mean of the second lactation yields of these cows equal 
to Z a corre^ondiag value for the mean of their third lactations 
is found and so on. The figures for the purebred Sahiwals obtained 
thus by Sikka are as follows? 
Lactation munber Comparative yield 
(corrected for serrice period) 
1 100.00 
2 lOS.SO 
3 109.5s 
h iii.og 
5 106.89 
6 103.S3 
7 102.72 
S 93.51 
9 Bh,e5 
10 77.86 
p 
He fitted a logarithmic curve of the form y = a + bx + cz + d log x 
where y was the comparative yield and x the ntmber of the lactation. 
On fitting this smooth curve the following percentage yields were 
calculated: 
Lactation number Percent yield from the smoothed carve 
Purebred Sahiwals Crossbreds 
1 lOO.gS 9S.54 
2 108.05 106,5s 
3 110.36 115.95 
110. IJS 12U-.59 
5 108.65 131. S5 
6 105.24 137.^^2 
7 100.36 1I11.17 
8 9^-81 143.01 
9 86.50 14^.10 
10 77.50 138.68 
The maxiaram yield for the curve for the purebred Sahiwals occurred at 
3.52 lactations and for the crossbreds at 8.U3 lactations. Sikka 
drew the following conclusions regarding the relationship between age 
Table 1 
Relative Yields of Certain Breeds In Different Xiaotatlons 
Reported 'by Breed Method of Oomioarative yields of laotatlons 
,31 8 2 ^ ^ 7 ~ 
Sanders & 
Hammond 
Cro ssbred 
shorthorn 
Comparative 
curve 100.0 110.3 1181.5 125.1 130^ U • • • • *• 
Sander0 Mixed H 100.0 113.2 121.7 128.1 131.7 132.7 130.8 125.7 
McCandllsh Jersey Lumped 
laotatlons 100.0 107.2 121.8 13^.7 1U1.7 1U6.2 iUg.7 152.7 
McCandllah Ouernsey II 100.0 110.5 121.U I32.S 1U1.5 1U2.7 1U5.6 1H6.3 
Oowen Jersey H 100.0 116.2 123.8 131.0 137.3 131.7 129.6 122.U 
Gowen Rolsteln H 100.0 llg.g 132.1 IUI.3 151.^ 156.2 157.7 I5H.6 
Kay & 
McCandllsh Ayrshire 
Sucoessive 
laotation 
yield of the 
same cows 
100.0 103.3 110.0 113.3 116.1 • • • • • • • • • 
Gavin Shorthorn 
& Holgteln II 100.0 130.6 IU6.9 156.1 161.2 163.3 161.2 161.2 
Slkka Sahlwal Comparative 
curve using 
laotation 
yield 
100.0 107.1 109. U lOJUS 107.7 10U.3 99.5 9U.3 
This study Sindhi, 
Sahlwal & 
orosabred 
Lumped 
laotatlons 100.0 115.0 119.2 118.7 123.1 127.U 127.5 125.1 
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and milk yield: (1931, p.  ss) 
The ptirehred Sahiwals reach the peak quickly in. terms 
of lactations and decline thereafter quickly. The total rise 
"between the first lactation and the peak lactation is smalls 
The crossbreds reach their maxiarnja much later in life. 
Many vorkers have presented information on relative yields of 
cows of different breeds in different lactations. Some of these are 
given in Tahle 1. Prom the information there it appears that most 
Suropeaa "breeds of dairy cattle reach maximum production aroxuxd the 
fifth or sixth lactation. She increase from the first lactation to 
the peak period ranges from thirty to sixty psr cent. Siacs ths 
Indian "breeds reach sexual maturity, as measured "by the age at first 
calving» later than do the European "breeds the actual age of maximum 
production would ie more or less the same (about eight years) for 
"both the classes. 
Other diaracters of importance in dairy cattle 
Sikka (1931) found the average length of the dry period and the 
calving interval of purebred Sahiwals was 120 and Uo^ days respective­
ly. Indian cows have longer dry periods than the Soropean breeds 
and the crossbreds. The average productive life of the cows he 
studied was 3*37 lactations. 
Mad&uckin (1937) r^orted the following sianmary of mortality 
that occurred in several herds in a period of two years: 
Class Tn-nrt^ Stoek * 
S^aEil)er Percent Percent 
dead leaving 
herds*^ 
for other 
reasons 
^Tumher Percent Percent 
dead leaving 
herds 
for other 
reasons 
8 / 8  Hoist. 0 Sahiwal 10 
J /8  « 1/S « 150 
' 2/g « 
3/S « 
H/8 « 
6/8  "  
7/g « 
8/8 » 
6 /8  
5/« 
U/S 
2/8 
1 / 8  
0 
H 
tt 
3k6 
137 
283 
3B 
18 
103 
0 
20.7 
17.3 
13.1 
9.9 
10.5 
22.2 
8,7 
0 
6.0 
3.5 
6.6 
2.5 
10.5 
5.6 
IS. 5 
12 
m 
279 
119 
^79 
151 
32 
320 
S.3 
13.U 
13.9 
10.1 
9 - 6  
6.6 
12.5 
6.6 
Before freshening. 
0 
^.7 
8.6 
4.3 
12.5 
21.3 
12.5 
11-3.1 
••Other reasons included old age, sterility, physical defects, 
udder faroubles and miscellaneous causes. 
5?he death rate seeas to increase with, increase in the proportion o f  
European hlood, whereas the percentage of animals leaving the herd for 
causes other than death increases as the proportion of the European hlood 
decreases. Due to these reasons Mac<hick±n found that the classes with 
higher proportion of Saropean blood could coii^jete well with the other 
breeds in their length of stay in the herds. Under the null hypothesis 
that there is no difference in the death rate among the crossbreds, the 
X values for the yoting stock aM the adults were 13»^ and 11.3, 
respectively, with J degrees of freedom each. There is no significant 
difference in the death rate aaong the classes. These data were obtained 
from quite well managed farms. Hence in equally well managed faras 
breeders need not fear excessive losses among the crossbreds. 
K^tha (1936) reported, in lactations, the mean age at which cows 
left well-«ansged herds in India; 
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Class Lactation nm'ber 
Crossbreda 5.02 
Pedigreed Sahiwals 5.39 
Ordinary Sahiwals 5.03 
Apparently there is little difference among the breed Classes in the 
auasber of lactations they had. 
Howe (15^9) stated that length of the dry period increased with 
the amotrnt of Zebu blood but differences among the classes with different 
proportions of Eoropeaa blood were not significant. 
In crossing breeds to develop a satisfactory strain of dairy cattle 
for tropical conditions, a sound poli<^ would be to avoid introducing 
unnecessary variability in characters in which the breeder is not 
particularly interested. An example of such unnecessary variability 
is that of size and butterfat test in crosses between Eolsteins and 
Sindhis. This variability might be lower in crosses between Jerseys and 
Siadhis. The fewer the divergent characteristics in the crossbreds, the 
easier it would be to arrive at accurate conclusions about the success 
or failure of a particular class of crossbreds for any enviironment. 
Alterations or modifications in the breeding scheme also could be made 
more readily. 
Working in different regions vdthin the tropics several workers 
found the ^folstein breed more suitable for crossbreeding for milk. 
7alue of Breeds for Crossbreeding 
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SoEe of these are Jbraan (192S)» Metivier (1928), Hammond (1931) and 
Prench. (1939)* However Hanmond (193I) indicated that the Jersey breed 
is more adaptable to high atmospheric t®sQ>eratnres and other adverse 
conditions of the tropics. Hence he suggested that this breed night 
be more stiitable for crossbreeding with Indian cattle than any other 
European breed. Harrison (igUl) and Eiemerschmid et al. (19^5) siroported 
Hammond's views. 22iey fonnd that the small size and the large skin 
surface per unit of body weight made the Jersey more tolerant than 
other European breeds to tropical conditions. Howe (19^9) found the 
Holstein crosses better producers of milk in Jamaica, thoxigh the Jersey 
crosses had higher percentages of butterfat, earlier maturity and shorter dry 
periods than the Holstein and Q-uernsey crosses. 
Under Indian conditions Macffuckin (1937) stated that no one European 
breed was best stiited for crossbreeding with all the different indigenous 
breeds of Indian cattle. 33ie breed giving the most general satisfaction 
at the time of his study was the Solstein-Friesian. Schneider (19^^) 
stated that the Grovemment Military Dairy Farms in India found the 
Holstein-i^iesian breed more satisfactory than the Ayrshire. He also 
indicated that animals containing "various percentages of Guernsey blood 
were relatively less suited to the tropical climate than animals of 
Holstein, Jersey or Brown Swiss breeding. 
Sahiwals seemed most suitable for crossbreeding to produce dairy 
animals* according to Cousins (1933)* 3?heir nervous teaiperament and low 
producing ability made the Hissars unsuitable for dairy purposes. Bie 
Helleres were slow maturing and low producing. 
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Optiaium Pr<^ortion of Europeaxi Blood 
Amoag the Holsteia crossbreds in Srinidad the 3/^^ Holstein-
l/U Zebu animals were hl^ yielding, early mattiring, -aniforBi and re­
sistant to environmental  condit ions (Meti-vier,  192S).  Harrison i l$kl) 
supported the above conclusions. For Indian conditions the half-
breds of Holsteins and Indian cattle were most satisfactoryCKatson, 
1929). 2aclous (1930) described the improvement of the Eebus brought 
about by European crosses in Tunis. He indicated that there must be 
at least forty per cent Zebu blood in animals of ITorthern Africa if 
they are to possess ailking qualities, resistance to diseases, etc. 
She most satisfactory combination for producing milk in Jamaica was 
the "I Suropean-^ Sahiwal (Howe, 19^). 
The optifflom proportion of European blood for different parts of 
the tropics say not be the same everywhere but it ranges between I/2 
and 3/^» 
"•28— 
SOimCE OF MA5SHIAL 
She Imperial Coxmcil of Agricultriral Hesearch., now knom as the 
Indian Cotincil of ^riailtTiral Hesearch or I.C.A.E., published in 
19i|-l a miscellaneoTis "btilletin ntmljered 36 entitled ^Kilk Becords of 
Cattle in Approved Dairy i^rms in India, Toltme II". !Hie records for 
that pul)licaticn> were compiled by the Animal Hasbandry Snreea of the 
Council and included all records received up to 1937-193S- A large 
proportion of all the records included in that ptiblication came from 
systematic and accurately maintained milk record hooks of the (Jovem-
aent Military Dairy Parms of India. According to Kartha (193^, p. 
128) i 
Biese books contain the name of the animals, the 
dates of calving and service and the yields at each 
milking on all days froui the date of calving to the date 
of drying . , . 
Some of the herds from which the records came krot only the pure­
bred Indian breeds, others kept only the crossbreds while some k^t 
both. Sbr the present study only those herds that k^t both the 
purebred Indian cows and their crosses with the Hblstein were consid­
ered. From these herds were used all the normal records that could be 
obtained. 7he records following an abortion, where it was detected, 
were excluded. 
In different herds the cattle would have been subjected to differ­
ing enviroaaents to the extent the environment could not be controlled 
and made alike. Within each herd the plan was to treat all animals in 
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the atandard way, regardless of their 'breeding. With this 1)8313 
the selection of the herds for this study was made to enable compari­
sons among the piirebreds and the crossbreds tinder the same managemental 
conditions. 5?he herds having Sahiwals and crossbreds were located at 
Astbala, Bengali, Kohat, Ladiore, Multan, Peshawar and Bawalpindi. The 
herds that kept the Sindhis and their crossbreds were at Ahaadnagar, 
Jubbl^ore, Blrkee, laicknow and Seconderabad. 
fhe distribution of these herds in India is shown in Figure 1. 
In most of these places in January the normal stirface temperature 
ranges between and gO®P (Appleton's Modern School Atlas). In July, 
however, the range is from 6S°F to 105°^* and above. The annual rain­
fall in the region in which these places are located ranges from 20 
to Ho inches. 
SPhe rotighages fed to the livestock in India consist of straw, 
iCarabi (Sorghom and maize plants), some legumes, weeds and wild grasses 
from the cnltivated and uncultivated lands. !!?he straw is fed both 
chaffed and unchaffed. It is obtained on harvesting the ripe cereal 
crops like rice, wheat, barley, etc. 
Karabi is fed both green and dry. 5?he green Karabi comes from 
the crops grown e^ecially for fodder while dry Karabi is obtained on 
harvesting the ripe crops. Concentrate mixtures consist mainly of 
linseed meal, Btustardseed meal, peanut cake, cottonseed meal, wheat and 
rice bran, husks of some of the legume seeds and powdered legrmes 
(Chonni). A mineral mixture of steamed bone meal, slaked lime, common 
and rock salt is also fed. 
' B 
•KohaRT iTjandi 
lehore 
+.ar) 1 
P A K I S T A N  
B Anbala 
Bengali 
InclaiOT* 
I II D I A 
Jiibble'aore -
«Ahz3adnagar 
• Eirkee 
iSecunderat 
Fig. 1. ISscp aioning the location of iiie Herds Studied. 
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Segarding the general "backgrcund of the crossbreeding vork and 
the origin of such e^qjerimental work at the Kilitsry Dairy Panss ia 
India, i&jor C, S, MacQuckin, Assistant Director, Dairy l^rajs, wrote 
in 1937 (p. 265): 
fhe history of the ia^jortation of foreign sires by the 
Military J^arms Department to cross on the indigenous cotmtry 
cows dates back to about I9OO. However, it is only within 
the past 15 years that ii^ortations have been made in suffi­
cient numbers to influence sropreciably the herds owned by the 
department and only within the past decade that the question 
hag been thoroughly investigated and reliable statistics 
collected. 
It was realized that data to be reliable must be based 
cn sufficient population and to obtain coE^arable data oa a 
sufficient population the controllable enviro;BJaental factors 
must be standardized at all farms. She following factors were 
standardized: 
1. European breed to be iiroorted (Jriesian was considered 
the most suitable); 
2. Feeding ofs a) young stock, b) dry stock, c) milking 
herd; 
3. Htanber of milkings; 
Dry period; 
5. Service period; 
6. Sztra ration for climatic conditions; 
7. Mineral feeding; 
8 .  Accommodation. 
There were certain factors such as climate, quality of fodder, 
water, etc., which could not be made equal at all farms, but it 
was considered that by spreading the breeds over different farms 
the variations in the above factors would be smoothed out. 
CoHimenting on the management of these farms Sikka wrote in 1931 
(p. 6h)i 
She system of herd management at these Military Dairy Farms 
is more or less perfect as an attempt is always made to keep the 
feeding and management conditions quite uniform throughout the 
year by stall feeding. Adequate protection from inclemencies of 
weather is always provided by way of proper housing. Supply of 
succulent fodder is insured all the year around either in the 
form of green fodder - there being no pasture - or silage when 
green fodder is not available though in winter months roots etc. 
are also fed and during the months roughages are of poor quality 
they are srropleaented by a fixed though liberal concentrate 
allowance. 
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Kartha in 193^ made a similar remark. 
iVoa these rroorts it can "be concluded that during the period 
over vhidi the data studied were spread (i.e. from 1322 to 1937) the 
conditions of feeding and management of the herds studied vere not 
only fairly good but were qtiite similar to the extent that it was 
practical to make than so. She meteorological effects certainly 
varied from one region to another. 
She problem of dairy breeding in India is faadeaentally that of 
breeding for a particular type of environment. Since these data 
were collected under Indian conditions—though the feeding and manage-
Eent conditions of the herds were slightly better than average— 
the results obtained are directly ^pliciable to India and to any other 
tropical country where similar conditions exist. 
She records published by the X.C.A.S. consisted of a complete 
identification of each animal, her date of birth, dates of calving, 
milk yield in poxiads for each lactation, days in milk and days dry 
before and after each lactation. The peak daily yield and the stage 
of lactation when the peak was reached were also given in many cases. 
As far as could be ascertained no conscious selection is known 
to have been practiced among the cows on the basis of their production. 
Bie cows in India are not deliberately killed even when they are poor 
producers. However, in military dairy farms the animals are removed 
from the herds if they suffer from diseases that are easily transmitted 
to human beings, or if found suffering from diseases that are hard to 
control and cure. Shis Mnd of selection would bias the is^jortant 
conclusions of this study only if animals with different proportions of 
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Earopean "blood differ in their ability to resist such diseases and 
if this ability has some genetic r^ationship with milk production. 
Similarly, some natural selection would also have taken place if 
ability to sxirvive and milk production are genetically correlated and 
if surviving aMlity differed aaong the comTjinations. 
-3^ 
STA2lS'fia&L MSIPHODS OP 
She characteristics of primary interest in this study are the 
age at first calving and milk production per lactation of the Sahiwal, 
Sindhi and several crossbred grotms. Both characteristics were affected 
by circamstances that are not pertinent to the genetic q,uestions xmder 
consideration. !Jhe covs were kept in different herds, they calved at 
different times of the year, they calved in different years and had 
tinequal lactation lengths, in addition to belonging to different 
breeding groups. In order to renove the variation caused by the kziovn 
factors, which either were not or could not be physically controlled, 
soiae kind of statistical control vas necessary. 
Consideration of the differences among the crossbreds and the 
purebred Indian cattle in the above two characteristics involves two 
questions! 
a) What are the magnitudes of the differences aaong those classes 
after correcting for the non-pertinent causes? This is fondaaentally 
a problem in estimation. 
b) Are the differences among the classes large enough to be 
statistically significant? !Ehis is a problem in testing hypotheses. 
The data available to ^;et answers to these questions did not come 
from an e^eriaent that was statistically designed and carried out for 
this purpose. The manbers of observations • ithin each subclass were 
not equal. Some of the subclasses, as will be shown later, were not 
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even represented. 
It seems important here to study the effects of this dis-
proportionality of the data on the answers to the above questions. 
Estimation of the Effects 
The ^effect" of a factor is obtained by contrasting the arithmetic 
means of the obsearv^tions subjected to different levels of that factor. 
Bias the "effect" of a factor, is obtained by contrasting the 
Heaas of the cbserrations belonging to and levels 
of ®'. If one were interested only ia the differences in the effects 
of the different levels of as we almost always are» then the 
contrasts among would give the same infomation as contrasts 
among the where ^ { ""i " mean of all the 
observations subjected to the ith level of ^ and ciig the overall 
mean. Denoting T. as the sum of the observations resulting from 
the application of the 1th level of ^'-and the jth and the fcth levels 
of other factors etc., the estimates of the effects obtained by the 
method described above, hereafter called the "conventional method", 
would be» 
A 
""i" y" - y  — - im 
* ^i.. - y... 
In this aotatioa the capital letters are used for the totals and 
the small letters for the means. stands for the total of all 
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©"bservations suTsJected to the ith level of a saad is obtained susming 
over giT the levels of p and ^ that are indicated "by the dots in place 
of the suhseripts j and k vhich designate their levels. The sign^ 
over any letter indicates the value obtained from the sainple as sin 
estimate of the parameter under * • The conventional method does not 
give valid estimates if the frequencies are imequal. 
The nature and the valrie of these esticiates ccn "be ersained "by 
considering the model, which is actually a wsy of foraulating our 
hypothesis and consists of espressiaag each o'bserved result, etc., 
in terms of unkaown parsiaeters or constant {i, a, 3 etc. ^or 
exarrole, one might use the model 
h* 
or }i + a+a^+^+3^+T + 
or }j. + a+ p + €+a^ + |^+ 
= 
where i « 1 .... r 
^ « 1 .... t 
k = 1 .... k 
said sj^^'s SUE to zero within each i, j and ij group. 
A 
Based on this model a, which is equal to y. - y would "be X x«  #  •  •«  
t ^ ^ X ^ 4 T Ir in terms of the model ® {i H 21 —ifci 
^ - lyk 
i»l ^... ^ J=l^... aik ^... 
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Therefore any difference (a^ - a^,) would equal 
t a. • , t 14 £• - s., 
j=l ^i.. ^ j=l^i«.. ^ ^i.. jk ^i».. 
= (a .^a . ,45^  + +Z 
t a. . n., . t n, . n., . — 
.^i.), - i,(^ - - ir 
!«•  1  e» ^~"A ! • •  ^  ca  ^  
= (a.-a.,) + Bias. 1' 
Here 3 denotes Bathesiatical esj^ectation and "Bias" denotes the 
deviation of the espected value of the estimate from the true value 
"being estimated. Unless n, , =31.,. and n. = n., i.e. unless the ij. i^« •!••< i *. 
subclass numbers are equal, the "bias" could be real. Since such 
estiaiates cotild be biased, when subclass numbers are not equal, their 
variances would be larger than the variances of the unbiased ones 
because of the following relationship! 
Mean Square error of a biased estimate = Variance of the unbiased estimate 
+• (Bias) . 
With disproportionate data, as shown above, the conventional laethod of 
estiastion gives biased estiiEs.tes of the differences in the effects 
of the levels of a factor, Jurthermore the estimates are not the "best" 
in the sense that they do not have the miniszuza variance. 
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A theorem credited to Markoff states: "If the errors are distrilDut-
ed with the same variance and are uncorrelated then the '"best' linear 
mbiased estimates of the parameters in a linear model are o'btained "by 
minimising the staa of the sa-uared errors,** 
fhe method of estimation which ffiinimizes the sq-uares of errors is 
coissionly called the method of least sctiares, IJhe least sqts.res estijnates 
are ""best" in the sense thet they have the siniisoB variance possi'bls for 
any linear estiiaate; in other v;ords they utilize ail information aljout 
a parameter from a given sart^e. Shey are linear fxtnctions of the 
observed valTies and are "on.'biased. 
To estimate the differences in the dependent variables among the 
available classes of thecrossbreds and the ptirebreds, merely contrasting 
the arithmetic means wotild have given biased estimates. Correction had 
to be made for the effects dtie to variation in other causes v^ch ^^ere 
not pertinent, Due to disproportionality in sxjbclass nrunbers, the 
effects of these would be intertangled in the original data. However 
the least squares estimtes for the differences between the crossbreds 
and the purebreds would be free from the effects of the other factors 
for which constants had been fitted and corrections made. They would, 
therefore, be more appropriate for drs/wing the conclusions to be men­
tioned later. 
Some of the operations used in the method of the least sojjares are 
shown below. 5?he model in this case is the same as was used above, From 
that model; 
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^ijk = ^ijk - where 
i = 1 r 
••*•  i»  
]j: = 1 ..,, k 
IThe quadratic function of the ohseanrations and the parameters, Q,, 
is Ednimized "by partially differentiating ^ with respect to each of the 
Txn2<nown pexameters aad setting the differential ecual to zerc. This 
procedure gives the following sisultaaeous equations: 
Sum'Der of equations 
r t 
is.', n J t + H n  a  + £ ; ; n .  p  = T  1  
« • «  *  • • •  
t 
V  "i.. " * =i.. "i " . j .  ^ 3  =  ^i.. 
^ X 
".3- ° ^ .3 i=l 
Total = r + t + 1 
^i!he letter preceding the colon sign indicates the parameter with respect 
to which Cv Ernst "be differentiated to obtain the eooation after the colon. 
. There is one equation for each of the r + t + 1 trnknown parameters or 
constants. But the stim of the r equations for equals the sua of 
the t equations for which equals the [i equation, ifence the r + t + 1 
equations are not all independent. There are two dependencies in this 
case which nmst he reraoyed "before the equations can he solved to give a 
unique solution. There are, therefore, only r + t - 1 independent 
-iK>-a 
eijoations and the same nxnrfoer of iiidependent parameters. Two restric­
tions have to "be isroosed to mslce the equations independent. 
Since we are interested only in the differences siacng the c^^'s 
and aaong the ^ ."s the use of the modified model Y, = u* + a. + p. + i ijx a. 0 
^l^k* terms are defined as "before, aiatoaaticaily suggests 
the two restrictions i.e. ^  a. = «= 0, fhe differences 
i i 
(a. - a.,) and(^. - p.,) are not changed "by these restrictions, i 1 J cJ 
The estimates of differences "between effects aaad tlie additional 
variances reaisin the saiae for all values of in the restrictions 
T~ A. a. =0 and Y' ^. p. = 0 (Sempthorne, 195^) • only effect 3. 1 J 3 
of the different restrictions (i.e. tising different values of ) 
is to change the definition of p.,. ji,, -onlike jig can he estiinated 
althoxi^ no practical use is likely to "be aade of it. For this reason 
the change "brought a"bout by any restriction is of negligible practical 
value. 5?he consideration of the type of restriction "becones isgjortant 
only "because different types of restrictions specify the nat-tire of the 
populations to which inferences aay apply. 3'or ezEiaple, the restrictions 
^a, = y~ B. = 0 (i.e. when ^, = A • = 1) specify a T)o-Dt»lation in which 
the subclass nusi'bers are equal, v&ile the restrictions = 
^ 4 i • • • 
y~ • ^. = 0 (i.e. when'X . = n. and A . = n . ) specify a population 
n. J X J J • • • 
in idiich the distri"bution of the ooservations is like the oxie obtained 
in the sa2:5)le. For all practical pxarooses the restrictions that 
facilitate the coinrputation most should be used. 
With the above modified model the new set of eauations becomes: 
IJmTjer of equations 
r-l ^ t-1 
p.*: n P-' + H (a. - a ) a, + Y^Ca . -a )p, = 
• •« i • • iT • * X •«; • • w • 
y 1 
• • * 
/I/ ^ 
"i-" "i.. "• »i.. "i = ^i.. 
t-1 
j=l 
3 .  :E  .  IJ .V +  T~ 4 -  )o-  •?"  21  .  g .  =  T  .  J  •J*  i~^  i j*  i3?« 3 .  j  • t J •  
Total r + t - 1 
All these equations are independent and -ferhen solved give unique solutions, 
Sspandirig these equations a little in the fcrsi of a aatriz gave rise to 
Tahle 2. The aatris: is nondiagonal unless n. . = a., i.e. unless i j .  I ' J  .  
the subclass mam'ber is the same for all the cells. !Dhe p « a. and 
groups are nonorthog033al unless there are equal numbers of ohservrrtioas 
in each subclass. 
Testing of Hypotheses 
yhea dealing with disproportionate data one can ask questions 
regarding the effects of different sets of parameters in the following 
forms; Is the variation in the dependent variable associated with 
any one set of paramoters large enoT^igh to be significant if all the 
other sets are disregarded? Is the variation in the dependent variable 
which is associated fcfith this same set sad all the other sets togetlier, 
significantly lar^r than is associated v/ith those sets joiatly when 
this one set is omitted? The answers to these questions ia general 
are differeat. In disproportio3a!?.te data there is no single simple 
Table 2 
Ooefficients of the independent eq^uatlons for^^ '»a Pj 
4Ju 
a 1 "a 2 a r-1 P 1 P 2 • • •  P  t -1  
"1.. »1.. ••• '\.. 
"2.. '•'s.. a 2: *^2.. 
n 
a- r-1- r-1.. 
M' ".1. ^"lir"rl.'^"21.-"rl. 
°r-l.. ^Vii.'Vit.^^Via.'Vit.^* •• 
(n, 
(»n  -K.^  ^Vn. '^ i .^  
^2^ ".2. ^"rrf.'"^r2.^^"22.'\2.^ *" ^"r-12."""r2.^ 
n 
.1. 
r-lt-l."\-lt,^ 
.2 .  
Y 
r^l • • 
= y 
.1. 
« Y 
.2 .  
Is" 
r 
• • 
^t-l- ^.t-l. ^"lt-l."*^r^-1.^^^2t-l."\t-l.^**^'^-lt-l.'"rt-l.^ n .t-1. 
= Y 
. t-1. 
ansver to all of the questions one might wish to ask of the datse 
fhis is "becaxise the •anequal subclass munhers cause correlations "between 
the sets and thus prevent separation of sxca of sqiiares for each set 
of parameters into portions which are additive, Beca.use of the joint 
tenas in the sub of sqciares in such data, the variahility of the 
dependent variable cannot he separated cleanly into the amoimts caused 
"by each set of parameters. Due to the practical 1 xHxxtatxon on 
reasoaahly interpreting an answer to the questions of the first type, 
answers to questions of the second type are ootained. In this study 
the portion of variability in the dependent variable attributed to any 
set refers to the extra variation associated with that set when all the 
others have first been allowed to account for as nuch variability as 
they could, This extra portion is designated as the additional sum of 
squares or the mean squares associated with only the set of parameters 
imder consideration. 
The method used to obtain the Eean squares for each set when other 
sets are ignored will be called the conventional laethod, (Ehe sum of 
V T^. 2 
the squares among the a.'s by the conventional method is 
X"1 1•• 
with r~l degrees of freedom. In this case, as well as the rest of 
this study, the notation will be the sasie as outlined earlier, lay new 
notation will be esjjlainsd •when it is introduced. 
The additional sum of squares associated with any set, a^'s in 
this case, obtained by the method of least squares is found by the 
difference between two reductions in the sum of the squares of the 
dependent variable. One of the reductions is obtained by fitting all 
J:i5-U6— 
the parameters including the one for which the additional sim of the 
squares is to be estimated. The other is cojnputed from new constants 
obtained "by fitting all the parameters except the one for which the 
additional sum of the sqtiares is to "be estimated. The reduction in 
the scan of the squares of the d^endent variable is designated for 
"brevity "by "reduction" alone and is represented by S( ) where the 
parenthesis contains the parameters that were fitted to obtain this 
reduction. In the above example thuss 
r T. ® t t 
iti ^i.. A ^ 
degrees of freedom. A 
^ /V/ 
Here O is the estimate of P ^ obtained after eliminating 
or absorbing the ( p- o-j) equations in the P j equations. Siinilarly 
(Y is the right hand side of these new eouations obtained by 
» • Cl> 
rL 
absorbingP> + The theoretical basis of finding the reductions 
thus is explained in the next section. 
t 
S( » ^ ) = _E a".'with 1 + (t-l) degrees of 
. J*  
freedom. 
®ie additional staa of the squares associated iidth the is 
obtained as s 
i »«  ^ ^ (r.\ (v \ r"i S( 11. , a , p ).s( , P ) ^ -L 
a . 
•«31 
«= R( c- ) with (r+t-l)-t = r-1 degrees of Mp 
freedom. 
* 
Shis notation is exolained later in this section. 
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5?he estimates of the sm of the squares associs-ted with a's "by 
the two methods (i.e. the so-callsd conventional method aud the aethod 
of the least squares) would oe different unless T~ (g.) (T . ) = J ^ .j}» ct 
, j. Y . . Ordinarily (Y . ) would equal Y . - y ~  i j .  7 .  
> .0. .j. a .;j. f-— 1.. 
J—X •  J  •  2 . 0  9  
The aoove equality would, therefore, be true only when the a's and 
the s are orthogonal i.e. when there are proportionate subclass 
numbers. !I?he espectation of the siean square obtained by the method 
of the least squares can be shown (even in disproportionate data) to be 
s. i-iTiftSLr function cf true variances of the effects or of the variances 
and the quadratic functions of the effects (Eempthorne, 1950) • However, 
in disproportionate data, the aean squares obtained by the so-called 
conventional method can be shorn to be biased estimates of the same. 
Under the null hypothesis that the parsaaeters or the constants in 
any set are sero,. the e3cpecta.tion of the mean squares for that set 
obtained by the method of the least squares can be shown to be the same 
as the expectation of the mean squares associated v/ith the appropriate 
error against which the mean squares associated with the set under 
consideration woiild be tested. The e3cpectation of the mean squares 
obtained for the same set by the so-called conventional method, however, 
would be different from the espectation of the appropriate error mean 
squares if the data are disproportionate. In such data, under the null 
hypothesis ths,t the constants in any set are zero, the sum of squares 
associated with that set and the sum of the squares associated with 
the appropriate error term, xi&en the two are obtained by the so-called 
conventional method, would not be distributed independently as 
J4-S-
times the esjiectation of the ai5)ropriate error meaa souare. Hence 
use of the J test for testing hypothesis shout the constants in the 
set -onder consideration wo"ald he in^jroper and the statejsents ahout the 
tests of significance •would "be inaccurate. 
It mi^t he engshasized here that the addition theorem of the sroa 
of the squares does not hold good in. cases of disproportions-te data; 
i.e. 2(u.. a, p) -woTild not and should not he e35)ected to he eqoal 
to S(a) . + E(8) + E(tJ,) Q, Here the subscripts to the x>arentheses 
PCO CLp 
indicate the sets of the psrajaeters which were eliminated before the 
reductions for each set of the parameters inclnded within the parenthesis 
were obtained. But S(ti, a, 8) would eaual 2(a) E(3) + 2({i) _ where 
~ C. dp 
the saae system of notation as used ahore is followed, (The discrepancy 
between the two statements is easily es^slinahle by the fact that E(a) 4 
E(a) s.2id H(^) 4 E(s) , The first inequality has already been (Jbp p/X Of 
shown. li?he second can also be shown similarly. 
All these considerations can be extended to cases of more than two 
sets of parameters, 
/I 
Short Cut Method of Sstiisating Seductions 
Wben siany constants or parameters have to be fitted it is convenient 
to absorb or eliminate the largest set. !Phis technique reduces the 
nunber of least souares equations to be solved. After absorbing a 
set tbfenewly obtained e<vua.tioas are solved for the reinaiiiing unknowns, 
The values of these unknowns, after they are found, are substituted 
7T 
She statistical methods given in this section and those given on 
pa , :e  hS  a re  wel l  known,  They a re  inc luded in  th is  thes is  only  for  
coii^leteness of the presentation. 
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in the equations of the parameters that were a'bsorbed to obtain the 
estimates for the absorbed parsaeters. The estimate of each paraaeter 
is multiplied by the righthand side of the equation which was obtained 
bjr partially differentiating the sum of the squared errors with respect 
to this parameter. All such products are sxanmed to give the redaction 
in sm of the squares of the d^endent variable due to fitting the 
sets of parameters concerned. 
In order to obtain the additional sum of the squares attributable 
to any one set, say ^ , the equations for that set are left out and new 
solutions to remaining unknowns are found. If the set in question is 
not the one that was absorbed, then the equations obtained after 
absorbing are solved for all the unknowns exc^t the ®'s. The values 
obtained are again substituted in the equations of the absorbed set, 
solutions for which are obtained. A new reduction is obtained again 
by multiplying the aew solutions by the appropriate righthand side, 
and suaiming over all the products. 
Thus each time a set of parameters is left out, substitution of 
the new solutions in the equations for the absorbed set has to be made 
and those equations solved. When there are many sets of parameters 
and many parameters in the absorbed set, this work takes a long time. 
It also increases the possibilities of computational errors. SHirther-
more, as the righthand sides of the original least squares equations 
are large in most cases, this method necessitates finding solutions 
of the unknowns accurate to four or more places after the decimal so 
that in the redaction the errors due to rounding are small. The 
number of the digits to which the solutions would have to be accurate 
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depends upon the magnitude of the righthaad sides and the accuxacjr 
desired in the reductions. 5?he larger the righthand sides or the 
greater the accuracy in the redactions required, the more digits 
must he carried in the solutions. -^11 these operations require tiiae; 
hence some shortcut method was sought to save time and reduce the 
possibilities of cojaputational earrors. 
A model that has ^ and® parameters will illsistrate 
the foregoing discussion. For sin^jlifying the discussion, ^ and y 
parameters are represented together by t . Thus the model becomes! 
rf 
Y e U" + Oi. + 
and the least squares equations! 
tj ! I 
From the *<• equations e -Z "T 
^ 3 ' ' 
Substituting this in the equations the following is obtained: 
• Y-i, 
i ^ . 
I'or any particular say the equation would be! 
A 
Solution of the equation for each of the T^*s gives the l^^i's which V 3 
when substituted into the ^  i restilt in 
X» • ij 
5he reduction H( P-, ®) then Tsecomes 
(Y -Tn . .  +rT4 T,  .  
^ i. • . ij • <3 i» • 4 0 ^-3* 
X ^ X* • Q X** iJ 3 
Y * 
I iF r -Saij 1 t 
i ^i.. J I "J 
which can also be vritten as 
S(fi, a,r) = H(vt, a) + X i 
j  •^*  i  ^ i . .  ^  
An inspection of the equations for T^.'s obtained after absorbing 
the^^ and ® would indicate that the multipliers of the T^.'s above, 
i  ' 3  
in the » *^ » ^ )» are the righthfend sides of the 'V^ equations 
with^ + . absorbed in them. Hence in terms of the notations used 
X 
earlier the following identity can be written: 
2(M.,a,X ) = S(fi, a) + H(g, V ) p,,a. 
2.( ^ J® )can be obtained accurate to any degree desired without much 
extra calculation. E( ^ , is the reduction due to^ and V after 
eliminating^ and ^ . Since the righthand sides of the "t • equations 
J 
that are obtained after absorbingli and a ^  would always be smaller 
than the righthand sides of the original equations, getting the same 
accuracy  in  the  reduct ion  would  not  requi re  the  so lu t ions  of  the  j ' s  
to be accurate to as many decimsd places when using the short-cut 
method as when using the long method. It can also be shown, by using 
the aboTe technique^ that 
R({j. ) = H(P',a. and 
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R( tA,  a ,  V )  =  S(  )  +  H(  r  
Of "both of these the R( M- , «• ) part has already been found once. In 
each case, therefore, only the solutions of the ? 's and the K 's 
have to "be fotmd from and multiplied "by the righthand sides of the 
equations into which and were absorbed. 
5?he additional sm of sqxmres for the three sets of the parameters 
in the above example would then be computed ass 
a (  a  = H(  ,  G- ,  P ,  )  -  H( j i ,  ^  ,  ar ) .  
a( P V = R( 'ri , a , .8 , V ) - S( |i , a , Y ). 
^  ^ ,a ,g  =  S(  H ,  a  ,  P.  )  -  E(  p.  .  a  ,  .B ) .  
These suiss of the souares are called "additional" because they 
represent only the extra variation introduced in the dependent variable 
by introducing each of these sets of causes -^rhen all the other sets 
are held constant. Holding ^ and ^ constant will already have included 
in R( ^) all the variation in the dependent caused ^jointly 
by P and ^ and by ^ and as well as that caused directly by ^ but 
going into fi( ^ ^ ) because holding ^ and ^ constant also reduces 
the variation ia ® if th^ are correlated with Hence the "additional" 
due to is only that caused by that part of ^ which is not correlated 
with P or V and therefore not in any way indicated by them. These 
%dditionais" do not form a sound basis for coc^jaring the relative 
importance of P and ^ as causes of variation in Y, but only ansver 
the question of how much more statistical control over Y is achieved by 
coasideriag each of these when the others have already been considered. 
In general if the correlations among the sets are positive the "additional" 
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mean sqizares, the mean squares ©"btained on dividing the additional 
sm of the scuares 'by proper degrees of freedoaj, would "be ssialler than 
the "direct" effects of each set of the causes, the term direct here 
being used in the sense in which Wright (I921) used it. But that need 
not hold if some of the cojrrelations are negative. 
Other principles and the theory of the method of the least squares 
have been discussed by Srandt (1933)# ^ates (l93^) Henderson (I9HS). 
They are, therefore, not given here. 
Models Hsed 
For the purpose of this study, on the basis of a T)riori Mological 
information available, the following models were used: 
1. Age at the first calving: 
Y + (HE) + P + T. + « 
^ijklm ^ j jk i^klm 
where denotes the age at the first calving of the ath 
individual havirjg the ith proportion of Holsteln 
hlood, produced by crossing of the .1th native breed, 
raised in the ,1kth herd and who calved in the 1th 
season. 
u, 
stands for the effect coimaon to each individual of 
the population of which the data studied are only 
a sample. The arithmetic mean of a population havijog 
large and equal numbers of individtials in each sub­
class would approach this value. 
is an effect common to all the cows having the ith 
proportion of Solstein "blood. It measures the 
characteristic influence of the genes for each 
proportion of the Soigtein ijlood. 
is an effect comajon to all the cows produced froa 
the crossing of the jth native breed with the 
Bblsteins, It measures the influence of the genes 
which are characteristic of each native breed, 
is an effect coomon to all the cows that belong to 
the ith proportion of Holstein blood and the .Ith 
native breed. It measures the departure of the 
Joint effects of the genes of the two sotirces from 
the linear combination of their effects when those 
are measured ind^endently. 
is an effect cosanon to all the cows that have the 
,ith native breed in their ancestry and who were 
kept in the kth herd. It measures the effects 
of the management as far as that differs from herd 
to herd. 
is an effect coiamon to all the cows that calved 
for the first time in the 1th season. It measures 
the seasonal influence on the age at the first 
calving. 
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^ , is the error peculiar to the ijklmth cow. It is ijklm — 
asstmed to be uacorrelated with other enrors. 
It includes the effects of chance in Mendeliaa 
sanroling, discr^ancy betweea the Hatheaiaticsl 
model and the actual biological relationship and 
all other factors which were not specified. 
As the crossbreds of the two native breeds were kept in different 
sets of herds, a modified fora of the above model td-thin each native 
breed was used for estimating and correcting for the herd effects. 
2?his v&s: 
^iklm ~ \ ^ "*• ^1 •*' iklm 
where all the terms are defined as above. 
2. Milk yield per lactation? 
H. -f S + (M) , P+0?, + B+ L+ ^ 
ijklmno i j ij jk 1 m n ijklBno 
where jvimwri denotes the milk prodaction in the oth record of 
a cow having the ith proportion of Hblstein blood, 
produced by crossing the .1th native breed, kept 
in the .-ikth herd, who calved in the 1th season 
of the nth calendar year and had the lactation of 
the nth class of lactation lengths. 
H > ® • (SS) and P., are defined the same way as they were for 
* i J iJ 
the model for the age at first calving^ except 
that they measure the effects of these factors 
on milk prodaction per lactation instead of their 
effect on age at the first calving. 
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f Is an effect comaon to all the records that were 
1 
made "by the covs calving in the 1th season. It 
measures the influence of calving in that season 
on the milk production. 
S is an effect common to all the cows that calved 
SI 
in the mth calendar year. It measures the effect 
of the management and the heredily peculiar to 
that year. 
L is an effect common to all the covs that had a 
n 
lactation of the nth lactation length class. Prom 
these effects one can correct for differences ia 
length of lactation. 
c is the error peculiar to the ijKLmnoth record. ® i jklmno ^ — 
It includes the effects of chance in Mendelian 
saE^jliaig of the genes that affect the milk produc­
tion and the effects of any discr^ancies between 
the ahove mathematical model and the actual "biologi­
cal relationship. It also includes the effects of 
all the other factors which were not specified. 
These errors ajse assumed to be uncorrelated with 
each other. 
A modification in this model was also necessary, to correct the 
records for the herd effects, for the same reasons as mentioned above, 
modified model for the analysis within each native breed was: 
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^iklmno ~ \ ^ ikinmo 
All these terms are defined as above. 
Grouping of the Data 
1. Age at the first csJLvlng 
xhe changes in the age at first c^lvlsg associated vrith 
varying proportions of Holstein hlood cotild have "been studied oy 
fitting a linear regression of the former on the latter. Thus the slope 
of the straight line which "best fitted the observations would have 
been found. If the true relationship between the two variables were 
not linear, the best fitting straight line voTzld not have given as 
good a solution to the above question as fitting of the constaats. 
Neither would it have described the relationship as correctly nor 
would it have provided as dependable a basis for predicting the age 
at first calving from the proportion of Bblstein blood in an individual 
as would the fitting of constants for discrete classes. Sot knowing 
the nature of the relationship smong the two variables exactly, but 
after observing the arithmetic means of the classes with different 
proportions of Holstein blood,it was decided to fit a constant for 
each class. It was thus e:R3ected that the nature of the relationship 
and the most probable values for each class would be estimated. 
ill the records were classified into the following classes: Hq, 
and Ej. Here the subscripts denote in units of one eighth 
the proportion of Holstein blood. As only 28 records were available 
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froia tile l/2 Holsteia-j/^ Sahiwal class and no records at all from the 
l/S Eblstein-7/S Sindhi, these records were comMned with the records 
frrai the 2/8 Hblstein-6/S native class. Thus represents the class 
of cows haTing l/S and 2/S Holstein hlood. !Dhe whole pattern of the 
"breeding to obtain the different classes is shown diagrammatically in 
Pigure 2. 
!!fwo native "breeds, the Sahiwal and the Sindhi were 
used for cross"breeding. Hence the animals were grotroed into the two 
classes d^sadiag upen the native "breed crossed with the Holstein to 
produce thea. 
She "basis of the seasonal classification was the same for age at 
calving as for ailk production and will "be explained later. 
2. Milk production per lactation: 
Hiese records were groi:^ed into the H aind the IT- classes on 
* «J 
the same "basis as just discussed. 
The seasonal influence on any character can "be direct or indirect. 
5aie direct way involves the influence of the atmospheric temperatures, 
hoBidity, length of the day, etc. that are characteristic of any season. 
The indirect influences would be those that come a'bout through changes 
in the feed supply of the animals. M different times of the year, 
different quantities and qualities of feeds £tre normally available. 
Durixig some seasons the fodder is abundant and green while at other 
times very little green fodder is available. 
As indicated earlier, att^apts were made in all the herds to control, 
as far as practicable the feed supply, both quantitatively and qualita­
tively. Hence the indirect influence of the seasons would be less 
HOr,STF;]N BULL 
INDIAN DREED 
?/8 HOLSTEIN 
F1r .  2 ,  Di8p;r)iitiiiiBtlc Ronr(;5'pntnt'! on of Vhe Brffflln" PnH orn b y  
Which  Dl f f fT 'on t  Cl f l f f sos  Were  Obto lnod .  
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in herds where sucii control of the feed was not practical. The 
direct influence has been found "by many workers to be real but gzaall. 
In order to detect differences in the milk production due to seasonal 
changes it was decided to divide the calendar year into three seasons 
such that the differences among the seasons would be maximuEa. 
Due to a lag in egression, the changes in milk production really 
due to seasonal effects may not occur simultaneously with the conven­
tional seasons. It is also possible that two or more conventional 
seasons which appear to us quite similar in many respects might be 
markedly different ia their net effect on the milk production of the 
cows. Jturthermore, carryover effects from one season to the following 
probably are quite iiroortant. For these reasons, detemining the limits 
of the seasons from the records thsiselves was thought to be more 
appropriate than establishing the seasons according to known meteorologi­
cal changes. 5his amounts to asking the cows when the seasons began 
and when they ended. 
The total production of milk per lactation and the ntnaber of 
the cows calving in each month of the calendar year were foxind. Arith­
metic means for all the months were calculated from this information. 
TdlB number of the calvings and the avera^te prodaction per lactation 
for the cows calving ia the different months are given ia HJable 3. 
By plotting these means against the months an approximate idea was 
obtained about how the consecutive months should be gror5>ed into seasons 
to give the maximxaa difference among seasons. Using the above information 
the months were grouped into three seasons so that the sum of squares 
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between the seasons was as large as possilsle. The following seasonal 
division was thus decided xipon: 
Season 1 including February through May, 
Season 2 including June through August, and 
Season 3 including S^ten"ber through Janu^y. 
?feble 3 
J^Tsaber and average production per lactation of the cows 
calving in different months 
Month Number of calviiigs Average -oroduction (lbs) 
January 2Bk 675s 
February 291 63U3 
Hardi 2S0 6270 
April 2IU 6175 
May 197 6i»SQ 
June 1S9 6115 
July 212 6201 
Aqgust 2^3 S02k 
SOTtesber 220 S^h 
October 230 6512 
November 21^3 6566 
December 2^ 6595 
The same seasonal classification was used also for the age at first 
calving. 
For the purpose of con^jarison the aeteorclogical seasons are given 
"below. In the region in which the herds were located summer conditions 
exist from March to June. 0?he period between July and October is 
considered as the rainy season. iPhe rest of the year, from Koveaber 
to February, is considered as the winter season. 
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A -priori knowledge of the relationship betveen the length of the 
lactation period and the yield of milk in any lactation indicates that 
it is not likely to he linear over a long range, This fact is qioite 
obvious because of the general nature of the lactation carves found 
in most studies. In the beginning of a lactation the rate of milk 
production increases with the increase in the days after calving. After 
some time it becomes more or leas constant though only for a short 
period. Finally, depending upon the breed, and other factors, there is 
a decrease in the rate of milk production. Hence, to study the changes 
in the ailk yield with variation in the length of lactation period it 
vas decided to fit constants for discrete classes rather than to fit 
a linear regression. 
The average length of calving interval in Indian breeds of cattle 
Tinder common herd conditions is about fourteen months or approximately 
days. cow that does not go dry, and is as efficient a breeder 
as the average cow, would be in milk for li-25 days in each lactation. 
Hence the lower limit of the loz^est class of lactation lengths was 
chosen to be k25 days. All lactations of ^25 days or loJSger were 
grouped into one class. ^Qie mean gestation lengths of the Indian 
cows lie between 282 and 2S6 days. It is in the last one fourth or 
the one third of the gestation period that the strain on a cow due to 
the nutritive requirements of a fast developing foetus becomes great. 
Some workers have therefore recommended that the cows be allowed 
a dry period one fotirth as long as the gestation period or about JO 
days long. On this basis, a cow that calves once in every twelve 
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jsonths wOTd-d have lactations 295 days long. Hence 295 ^7s was used 
as the i5>per limit of the shortest class of lactation lengths. Between 
the two limits i.e. 295 days and ^25 days, it was decided to fit one 
constant for erery thirty days. Since the interval "between the two 
limits was I30 days, the last class within that interval was made 
forty days long and the others were thirty days each. 
She data included records of the calvizjgs from 1922 to 1937* 
1922 and 1923 only three and six records, reroectively, were available. 
In fittiEg constants for the years of calving, these nine records were 
combined with the seventeen records of the cows that calved in I92U. 
^has only one constant was fitted for the years I922-2H and one was 
fitted for eacxh year thereafter. 
The su"bclasses in each set as studied are given "below with the 
symbols used to denote them in this study? 
A. Proportion of Holatein "blood: 
O/S Holstein-S/S native Eq 
l/S and 2/8 Holstein, the rest native 
\(& Holstein-it/g native ^ 
5/S Holstein-3/3 native B5 
6/S Holstein-2/S native Hg 
7/g Holstein-l/S native 
B. Sative Indian "breed: 
Sahiwal 
Sindhi 
—OH— 
C. Herds! 
I. Withia the Sahiwal and Its crosses: 
^"bala 
Bengali 
Lahore 
Multan 
EawalTjiadi P, ^ 19 
Kohat 
•16 
Peshawar ^17 
II. Within the Sindhi and its crosses J 
Ahmadnagar 
Jubhlepore P22 
Kirkee ?23 
Luc&now 
Seconderahad 
¥here the constants for the herds were fitted within eadi 
natire breed, the first subscript was left out of the above symbols. 
D. Seasons: 
February through Hay 
June through Aiigast Tg 
September through January Tj 
S, Years of cal-vingJ 
1922-2U \ 
1925 S2 
1926 
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1927 % 
1922 ^ 
1929 Sg 
1930 Ey 
1931 Sg 
1932 ^ 
1933 %0 
193^ 
1935 %2 
1936 %3 
1937 
P, Lejogth of the lactation periods 
Less than 295 days 
Between 295 aiid 32^ days 
Between 325 and 35^ days 
Between 355 and 3^ days I'll. 
Between 3^5 and U2k days 
Sqnal to or greater than H23 days 
Jhe estimates of these parameters are denoted hy a placed over 
tile symbol for that parameter. 
—oo— 
TS3 PHSSISTT IFTBSJIGAiriOH 
Age at Hrst Calving 
Age at first calving will Ije presented first. 
1. Sahival and Holstein crosses: 
Usiag the aodified model descrilyed earlier the least squares 
equations were obtained and solved iteratively- !Phen the following 
reductions were calculated! 
^ -2 R(5) = h51S.39 with 5U7 d.f, 
iklm ikla 
sf « ^3S.^7 with lU d.f. 
sf , H» P) IA39.23 with 12 d.f. 
From this information the following analysis of variance was 
obtained: 
Source of variation d.f. S.S. M.S. P 
Seasons 2 0.26 O.I3 l.lp 
Efflaainder 533 7S.92 O.I5 
!I3ie probability is fairly large of obtaining differences anong 
the seasonal influences as large or larger than exist in the present 
data» due to fluctuations in random sampling alone. The above evidence 
indicates that season has no real effect on the age at first calving 
or at least none which was uncorrelated with either H or P. By 
omitting 3? from the model the following reductions were calculated: 
^In this investigation F values were obtained in each case on 
dividing the larger mean square by the smaller one. 
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eCP- ,e) = kh^S.53 with 6 d.f. 
Ii(t^ ,P) « vith 7 d.f. 
These lead to the following analysis of Tariance. 
Sovtrce of variation 
Herds 
Proportions of 
Holstein l)lood 
S^ainder 
Within the Sahiwal-Holstein crosses the pro"baMlities are very 
small that the differences among the herd effects and the differences 
among the effects dae to varying proportions of Sol stein 'blood on 
age at first calving are only san5)ling errors. Most likely the herd 
effects in age of the covs at first calving were "because of the environ­
mental differences among herds (see pageloQ. 5?hese environmental 
differences are not pertinent to the genetic questions under consid­
eration. Hence it became necessary to make corrections for them 
before proceeding with the next analysis. Herd effects were corrected 
by subtracting the constants for herds from the age at calving of the 
cows in those herds. 
d.f. S.S. 
6 2.70 
5 IS.12 
535 79.16 
M.S. F 
o.ii-5 3.00** 
3.62 24.13** 
.15 
Indicates the probability less than .01. 
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2able ^ 
Mean ages at first calving in the herds where Sahiwals and 
Sahiwal-Holstein crosses vere kept 
Herd Mean age in years 
^1 2.75 
2.87 
2.32 
H 3.09 2.SI 
^6 
^7 
2. Sindhi and Holstein crossess 
Using the same model and the same technique as above the 
following redactions and the analysis of variance were obtained? 
Y~ 
iS-in hilM ^ 3IS6.9I with 35H d.f. 
E{!i = 3112.13 with 12 d.f. 
5(1^ ,H,?) = 3112.06 vith 10 d.f. 
Source of variation d.f. S.S. M.S. T 
Seasons 2 .OJ .0^ 5*50 
Hemainder 3l^2 7^*78 .22 
55ie differences among the seasonal effects on the age at first 
calving of the Sindhi-Hblstein crosses are probably only sampling 
earrors; hence T was left out of the codel and the following reductions 
and analysis of variance were obtained to test the hypotheses regard­
ing the herd differences and the differences anong the effects of 
varying proportions of Holstein blood: 
-go­
ne ,H) = 3111.55 with 6 d.f. 
H( ^ ,?) = 3076.97 ^ri-th 5 d.f. 
Source of variation d.f. S.S. M.S. P 
Herds ^ .51 .13 1.59 
Proportions of 
Hbistein blood 5 35.O9 7^2 35.5l^»* 
Seaainder 3^ .22 
SnvircnExeatal differences aaong the herds where Sindhi-Eolstein 
crosses were krot were not large. Small herd differences that were 
observed were probably san^jling errors. Hence no corrections were made 
for them. 
In order to get the information regarding the differences among the 
two native breeds, the different pro'oortions of Bolstein blood and the 
interaction among the two, the corrected values from the Sahiwal-
Eolstein crosses were combined with the records of the Sindhi-Holstein 
crosses. By fitting the model! 
the least sq,tiares equations were obtained. These equations are shown 
in Table 5« redactions and analysis of variance shown in tables 
6 and 7 were obtained from these equations. 
Indicates the probability less than .01. 
Ta 
Lsast sqaures equations £ 
^1 ®2 ^01 ^ 02 ^21 ^ 22 ^^41 
^tE^:117 67 50 67 50 
jct^-E z 112 84 28 84 28 
2 
552 201 151 201 
ja^E^; 106 72 54 
5 
vSi^S : 195 107 S6 
s 67 34 201 72 107 16 547 67 84 201 
H ! 50 28 151 54 86 25 554 50 28 
^01 
™02 
™21 
^22 
^41 
67 67 67 
50 50 50 
84 84 84 
28 28 28 
201 201 201 
HH^gi 151 151 
HKg^: 72 72 
SKggS 54 54 
HN : 107 107 
61 
EH : 86 86 
62 
EH ; 16 16 
71 
HM { 25 • 25 
/ 
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Table 5 
eqaations £or tli© age at first calving 
31 ®22 ®42 ™51 ™SS ™61 ®62 ^ 
• • • 
400.97 
28 328.23 
201 151 910.22 
7Z 54 29S.39 
107 86 532.09 
16 25 109.73 
201 72 107 16 1542.32 
28 131 34 86 25 1042.91 
212.87 
188.10 
257.82 
28 80.41 
201 542.41 
131 367.81 
72 197.35 
34 96.64 
107 290.40 
86 241.69 
16 41.47 
25 ,  68 .26  
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Table 6 
Seduction in the stsai of the sqtiares of age at first calving 
due to fitting different seta of parameters 
y 
sCs*) = « 76H1;.7i with 901 d.f. 
H( « 7Hgl.OO with 12 d.f. 
s( v- = jhj3,sh with 7 d.f. 
H( v- « 7^0.05 with 11 d.f. 
S( « 7^23.07 with 7 d.f. 
Tahle 7 
Analysis of variance for age at first calving 
Source of variation d.f. S.S .  M.S. F 
Natives 1 .95 .95 <1 
Proportions of Holsteia "blood 5 57.93 11.59 S.IO • 
Interaction 5 7.16 I.H3 7.9^ 
H^ainder 88$ 163.71 .IS 
There Is interaction "between the native "breeds and the proportions 
of Bblstein "blood i.e. the diffK?ence "between the two native "breeds 
in age at first calving is not the same at all proportions of ^Istein 
*Indicates the rirobaMlity "between .05 and .01 
••Indicates the pro"bability less than .01 
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"blood. There is no general effect of the native "breeds "becsuse the dif­
ference "between them in age at first calving is not nore then is meas­
ured *oy interaction. Bowever, if they were tried s^iain with the ssme 
proportions of Holstein "blood, differences saong the native breeds would 
"be earaected to "be similar to those found in the present stud^ (j? = = 
5.2^ with 1 and S8S degrees of freedom), Sot in accepting this result 
some csu-tion is necessary "because the difference "between the two native 
"breeds includes any difference that existed "between the average aaasge-
ment of the groups of herds in which each native breed was kept, 
She differences ssoag the proportions of Hoistein blood in sse at 
first calving are lilcely to be larger than is measured by interaction. 
Besides interaction there seeans to be a general effect as xirell of these 
proportions of Holstein blood on the 01 cows S.O first calviag. 
The ttiTO native breeds used in the present study are the best two of 
all the Imown dairy breeds of Indian cattle* In crossbreeding for hi^ 
milk production the Soropean breeds would, generally, be crossed to these 
two native breeds. If the sane proportions of Eolstein blood were tried 
again on these two native breeds the differences aaong the proportions of 
Holstein blood w^ould be expected to be similar to those found in the 
Tiresent study (F = = 6^.38^ with 5 snd SS9 degrees of freedom). 
• JLo 
The estimates of the parameters that were fitted are siiown in. Table S. 
From these estimates the differences rasy be obtained between the effects 
of any two or more U, H, or ES groups on sge at first calving. For 
exaaple the difference in age at first calving between a purebred Indian 
and a first cross of Indian breed with Holstein is .5? - (—15) - *7^ year. 
in this stu^ 'general effect * stands for the effect of any factor 
^en this factor is tried mth those levels of the other factor that were 
present in this investigation. The levels of the other factors that were 
present in this investigation are only a sarrole of all the lerels th^t 
could be used with the factor under consideration. 
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6 S 
Ustiaates of pareBieters significantly affecting ege at first 
calTisg 
K&jor elassificatioa Classes Talue of the 
estimate 
(in years) 
Aversges 
in years 
Uatives s. J. - .07 2.S 
c. .07 2.9 
Proportion of 
RA 3+»» Ijlooii Sf-
-TJ K7 ••f 3.^ 
=2 ,07 3.0 
- .15 2.7 
- .11 2,8 
% 
H
 • 1 2.8 
=7 - ,2k 2.7 
Interaction ™01 
CM 
.
 
1 3.2 
®a .16 3.1 
.GI 2.7 
®51 .01 2.7 
^6l .02 2.7 
®71 .03 2.6 
®02 .23 3.S 
®22 - .16 2.9 
MI^2 - .01 2.8 
(continued next page) 
Taole 8 (coatiaued) 
Kajo^ classificstion Glasses 7alue of the 
estiisate 
(in years) 
Averages 
in years 
^52 -.01 2.S 
®62 -.02 2.S 
®^72 -.03 2.7 
For ptirposes of coragjarison averages of records for 1, H ana M groups 
after correction for herd differences are also shown, in isble S, 
Kiilc Frocuiction psr Jjactsatxcn 
!Ehe chajige in Eili: production i=7ith s.re of cow was stmied by-
sorting the records into three grcvps according to the age of the cows 
when the lactations were started. !I?he results, as sliown in Sahle 9, 
indicate that the mean and also the varisnce increase from the yoxingest 
group to the oldest group. The increase in the mean is almost as 
mtLch as that in the standard deviation, as shown "by the increase in 
the coefficient of variation "oeizsg so sli^t, 
i?a"ble 9 
Class Sxanher Mean isroduction s „ _ 
•per lactatxon 
-so-oads) 
Less thsn 2 if2 years ll^J 5853 3l?-2003i?- .52 
2 1/2 to 3 years ii-96 6c45 klljSQi' .5^ 
7 to S years 1S6 6S59 6^^76369 -37 
Bartlett's test of homogeneity of the variances in the three 
2 
age groTips yielded a X value of 20.79. ^he probability of finding, 
due to chance alone, such wide differences among the variances is 
very snail. The variances are, therefore, pro"bably not homogeneous. 
One of the assumptions in the method of the least squares is that the 
error variances are similar in the different classes. It was thus 
necessary to correct for the influence of age on the records "by 
using a multiplicative correction factnr which would also remove most 
of the heterogeneity of the variances of the records at different 
ages. 
A multiplicative correction factor for each age was to be calcu­
lated by dividing the production at maturity by the average production 
at tiiat age. Such correction factors were to be obtained ignoring all 
causes, except age, that affect milk production. She use of such 
correction factors would correct for the influence of age on the records 
but it would also change the effects on the records of other causes 
that might be correlated with age. Hence it became necessary to inves­
tigate whether age was correlated with the other causes whose effects 
on production were to be studied* 
It was observed from the data that the age at calving for any 
lactation differed systematically from one class of crossbreds to 
another. It was also different for the purebred SaMwal and Sindhi 
cows. !3ie proportions of Holstein blood and the native classes were, 
therefore, likely to be correlated with age at calving for any lactation. 
In order to avoid the erroneous changes that would have resulted for 
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this reason in the effects of different proportions of Solstein blood 
and the effects of the natives when correcting for the influence of 
age, m-oltiplicative correction, factors were obtained within each 
"pedigree" class. The pedigree classes were formed as described below: 
The crossbreds and the pttrebreds were groins ed into the following 
sight classes. 5he grotroing was made this coarsely in order to obtain 
classes with nuabers large enough to draw dependable conclusions 
regarding the nature of the effects of age on the production within 
each class. 
Class I consisting of pnrebred Sahiwals, 
II consisting of l/8 and 2/S Holstein and the rest Sahiiifal 
blood, 
III consisting of h/Z Holstein-U-/S Sahiwsl, 
17 consisting of 5/S to "jfS Solstein and the rest Sahival 
blood, 
7 consisting of pnrebred Sindhis, 
71 consisting of 2/S Soistein-6/S Sindhi and hjZ Eblstein-
VS SindM 
and 7X1 consisting of 5/8 to 7/S Eolstein and the rest Sindhi 
blood. 
ProT)ortlon of Holstein blood seeaed to affect both the characters, 
namely the age at calving for any lactation and the length of lactation. 
Because of this, age at calving and length of lactation are likely to 
be correlated- It is also likely that other causes contribute to this 
correlation. Correction of milk yields for the ages, even thotigh 
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correction were made within each pedigree class, would change the 
effect of length of lactation if age and length of lactation are 
correlated due to causes other than the proportion of Solstein blood. 
Hence it was desired to find the coefficients of correlation "between 
age and the length of lactation within each pedigree dLass. 
IThe coefficients of correlation between the age at which the 
record was aade and the length of the lactation period, within these 
classes, were —.OS?* -•033» -.002, —»008, -.021, —.019 and -.OOS 
re^ectively. Under the nail h^othesis that in the popttlation the 
•?alue of this correlation coefficient is zero, t tests were made "by 
transforming the above estimates into Pisher's z. Kone of than was 
statistically significant at the Vp level. A X value of .77 with 6 
degrees of freedom was o"btained when testing the hypothesis that all 
the seven sample correlations are drawn ftom the same popTilation. 
The method is descri'bed by Snedecor (19^» P» 15^). 5he noil hypothesis 
was not rejected. Hence the above estimates were then combined into 
one value by the method outlined by Snedecor. !rhe value of this 
average coefficient of correlation between the age at which the record 
was made and the length of the lactation period was -.Ol6 with 28U8 
degrees of freedom, from these studies it is concluded that correcting 
for the effects of the age at which the records were made is not likely 
to change the effects of the length of lactation on milk production. 
Sikfca (1931) had presented correction factors for age measured 
in terms of the order of the lactation but not in terns of years of 
10 
Average milk yield per lactation nt different agen in the pedigree clooees 
Ago I Pedigree IX Pedigree III Podigroe IV Pedigree V Pedigree VX Pedigree VU Fedieiree"" 
i'ltlSS mi M m i l I i niflXiftfliflriiiiiiii I filPtf^flii iii m mm »m«»ii£iifiiBSi« i«» i il i in li ffllfiSflii iii i. 
in Humber Mean dumber Mean tfwa'ber Mean Mrjdii'ber Mean Kumbor Mean Kumber Mean lumber Waan 
Xenrs Frod. I'lJfpA.i.i i'rod. Prod. Frod. 
2.23 0 • • • 3 1)333 18 U77a 11 5509 0 • • • 5 9i00 5 6720 
2.50 3 5000 !) '3100 35 5960 ^3 52^3 1 H9OO 19 658H ?2 6S3^ 
2.75 3 3567 6 U7X7 57 5516 6« 58OU 1 p.mo 57 69^6 Hi 7ffHH 
3.00 17 3871 33 H515 65 59'»9 58 58O3 9 3559 Hi 7OSO ^+9 6S71 
u.oo Ug 3833 U6 5^3 118 Bm 9H 63J?7 36 37fil 102 7095 7H 7111 
5.00 )lU 155 5162 97 6521 61 6I475 29 JiOSO 85 7OS9 69 8H1H 
6.00 37 UU5I 51 t)6lH 80 7iHr> 3>f 6600 15 3790 67 7i4'+6 Hg «565 
7.00 25 U256 Ul 5990 55 712U 19 6^58 10 '1^ 38 5U fig'jU 33 91U0 
8.00 26 1+712 27 5937 U9 7796 10 55U0 5 J?S33 l|g 7721 20 «86O 
10.00 UB U631 36 552« 151 7650 17 6729 9 37H6 S5 7587 35 96H0 
IH.OO 9 Uii7S u 5500 7015 7 5229 0 « » • 25 6980 5 77'<0 
«ra«N4M >«*Vi 
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age<. 33iotigh the correlation. Isetween the two, i.e. the nam'oer of the 
lactation and the age in years at which it was made, would te q^rdte 
high due to biological reasons, yet it would not "be perfect. So other 
study of Indian cattle or their crosses with th^ European ones had 
presented correction factors for the effect of age m^sured in years. 
Hence it seemed necessary to investigate this jnatter farther. 
For this investigation the ages at the calvings which hegan the 
lactations were grouped into discrete classes. A ttriori infojmation. 
on similar s'-udies indicated that production increased rapidly at early 
ages. Accordingly the class intervals were made smaller at earlier 
ages than at the later ones. ^Qie groupings were? 
Class denoted by Class interval in years 
2.25 ^ 2.25 years of age 
2.50 over 2.25 years Tip to 2.50 years 
of age 
2.75 H 2.50 H " 2.75 8 
3.00 « 2.75 « it " 3.00 M 
J^-OO H 3.00 H n " l|-.00 il 
5.00 H 4.00 « H « 5.00 N 
6.00 H 5.00 H H " 6.00 n 
7.00 e 6.00 H H " 7.00 H 
s.oo H 7.00 n n « s.oo tt 
10.00 H s.oo n H "12.00 H 
iH.OO tt 12.00 n 5f age 
Within each pedigree class the records were sorted for each age 
class indicated ahove. Mean milk production per lactation in pounds 
Table 11 
Yields at maturity and relative yields at different ages in pedigree classes 
Age 
clasB 
I Pedigree 
class 
II Pedigree 
class 
I I I  P e d i g r e e  
class 
IV Pedigree 
class 
V Pedigree 
olasff 
VI Pedigree 
class 
VIl Pedig: 
class 
2.25 • • « .917 .653 .869 • • • .872 .762 
2.50 • t • .877 .815 .827 • • • .898 .776 
2.75 .798 .811 .75^ .915 .9UH .822 
3.00 .866 .776 .8XU .915 .939 .957 .780 
H.oo .857 .896 .861 .998 1.000 .965 .807 
5.00 .$kh .887 .892 1.021 1.06U .966 .955 
6.00 
.995 .965 .977 l.OUl 1.002 1.015 .972 
7.00 .952 1.030 .97^ 1.018 1.121 .93^ 1.038 
g.oo I.05U 1.021 1.066 .826 .750 1.053 1.005 
10.00 1.033 .950 I.0U6 1.061 .991 1.021 I.09H 
lU.oo 1.001 .9U6 .959 .825 • • • .952 .878 
Maturity 
yield UU.72 58.17 73.12 63. Ul 37.80 73.35 88. lU 
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was calCTJlated for each age and pedigree class and is presented in 
TaT>le 10. 
The ohservstions in some of the cells are few. For this reason 
there is consideral)le irregularity in the trends. In practically all 
the classes the peak: seems to be reached where the cows are between 
six and eight ye^rs of age at calving. She last two age classes 
include aiore than one record from the same cow. As the data include 
records only iro to 1937» the cows reaching the age of the last class 
must be those that vers kspt frosi the "beginning of the crossbreeding 
work. She averages for the last two age classes are, therefore, not 
based on as many independent observations as the figures in the corres-
•Donding coluians for the numbers might indicate. ^Phey are also not 
free from a bias due to selection if any selection did exist. 
Since the peaks of prodaction lay in all the cases between six 
and eight years, the average yield of all cows that produced milk at 
those ages was taken to r^resent the "yield at maturit^rW of the 
pedigree class to which the cows belonged, fhe yields of each class 
at different ages were divided by the "yield at maturity" for that 
class in order to obtain the production at those ages as a fraction of 
that at maturity. These relative yields and the "yields at maturity 
are given in Sable 11. 
For the first four classes the relative yields were plotted 
against the ages in one graph, fhose for the last three classes were 
plotted in another graph. In both cases the relative yields obtained by 
Zendrick (1935) Holstein cows were also plotted. Ehese graphs are 
preseated in Figure 3 
Kendrlck'8 Curve 
Fedigree OIhbb I 
Fedigree Clasa II 
•— Fedigree Clnan 111 
Pedigree Olaae IV —X— 
1.10 
o 
O 
1.00 
// /y 
H 
xa o \a q cvl \a h- o 
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Fig, 3, Relative Milk Yielde of Covb of 1,11,111 and IV Pedigree 
Clnflses at Different Ages. 
Kendrlck'a Curve 
Fedlgree Claee V 
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— Pedigree Class VII 
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\/ 
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Fie. Relative Milk Yields of Cowc of V.Vl and VIl Pedigree 
Classes at Different Ages. 
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Aithotigh there is considerable irregularity in the CiiTTes, the 
ones from this study seem to follow approzimatthe same trend as 
followed "by £enda?ick*s to the age of seven years. Between seven 
and ten years the carves for the Indian cattle and their crosses do 
not change ^preciaiJly. After ten years they indicate a slight decline, 
fhis ded-ine is not as large and as rapid as is indicated "fay 2:endrick's 
carve for purelired Holsteins, A study "by lash and Shrode (195^) 
likewise failed to show as large or as rapid a decline as Kendriclc 
showed at older ages. On the l>asis of the acove oosez'vations the age 
correction factors used for this study were the saaie as those given 
l)y Kendrick tip to seven years of age. Ho correction was made "between 
seven and ten years and a factor of 1,052 was used for records made "by 
cows over ten years. Bxact age correction factors are given in fahle 12. 
2?ahle 12 
Age correction factors for the Indian cattle aaid their 
crosses 
Age class Jactor 
2.25 1.326 
2.50 1.275 
2.75 1.239 
3.00 1.203 
4.00 1.077 
5.00 1.017 
b.OO 1.000 
7.00 1.000 
s.oo 1.000 
10.00 1.000 
lk,00 1.052 
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Miiltiplyiag a record by the correction factor corre^oading to 
the age at -which the record vas made gives an estimate of what the 
record wo\ild have "been had the cow "been mature but every other condi­
tion. had remained the sajae. 3ach record vas multiplied by the 
appropriate age correction, factor and the analyses vhich follow were 
all made on the adjusted jdelds obtained after this age correction. 
A. 2he Sshiwal and its crosses: 
On fittijsg the model: 
y  =  M  +  E .  +  P ,  • J - T . - f S  • • • L  +  
iklsmo i k 1 Bj a iklmao 
the least sqtiares eq.uations were obtained. S?he equations were solved 
iteratively. Sae following reductions and analysis of variance were 
COH'DUted! 
S ( m )  ^  t2 ^ SO39687.56 with 17U1 d.f. 
ikliano iklmno 
R( A ,H.P,ii!,S,L) = 7251685,15 with 32 d.f. 
H( A ,H,!P,S,L) = 7225«70.S1 with 26 d.f. 
Source of variation d.f. S.S. M.S. ? 
Herds 6 25Sli^.3^ U302.39 9.33** 
Semainder 1709 7SS002.41 U6I.O9 
She differences anong the herds in milk production are highly 
significant. Hence, before proceeding with the rest of the study, 
corrections for these herd differences were made by subtracting the 
estimates of the herd effects from each record. The estimates of the 
herd effects are! 
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Constants (in 100 l b s . )  
p 
1 -0.53 
/V 
-9.SS 
1.61 
3 
K -7.53 
2.76 
% S.57 
A 
^7 
7.00 
5. 'Ihe Sindhi and its crosses: 
She corresponding computations for the Sindi group are: 
E(5?) = 211 T ^ = 729^192.71; with 1097 d.f. 
iklmno i^ismo 
S( ,S,P.5.B,L) = 67776S2.5I with 30 d.f. 
H( A ,H,T,E,L) = 6761619.27 vith 26 d.f. 
0?hese gave rise to the following analysis of •ro.riaace. 
Sotirce of variation d.f, S.S. M.S. F 
Herds h 16063.2I; 1|015.S1 S.29** 
Seaainder IO67 516810.23 kSh.3S 
2he differences araong the herds are highly significant. Correc­
tion for the following herd effects were aade: 
Constants (in 100 lbs.) 
\ -10.77 
A 
Pg - T,h3 
A 
^3 5.SI 
Pi^ 7.96 
P5 ^.^3 
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In testing the significance of herd differences within both the 
Sshival and the Sindhi groiros* a remainder mean square vas used as 
the error tern, Doiug this treats each lactation record as an 
independent observation. Several records were made hy the same cov 
thoTigh the cow always stayed in the same herd. Thus the remainder 
mean sq.tiare is actually a luuroed mean square coamosed of the differ­
ences amozig covs and the differences among the records of the same 
cov. fhe tests of significance are, therefore, not quite exact 
although the approximation is close. 
The least squares equations given in fahle I3 were obtained by 
fitting the model 
Y. = A + H. + F. + (M). . + % + ^ 4 ijlmno * J ^ ijjjano 
to the combined data from the Sahivals, the Sindhis and their crosses, 
these yi^ds having first been corrected for differences betweai herds 
within native breeds and for age, as just described. To facilitate 
solutions, the ^'s were absorbed in the equations for the rest of 
the parameters. 
Henderson (19^) has indicated that the greater the number of 
parameters estimated from nonorthogonal data the smaller becomes the 
power of the tests and the larger become the sampling errors of the 
estimates. Hence it was desired to test first the grotrps of parameters 
whose influences were e:5)ected to be small. The first gro'ug) to be 
tested was that of the seasonal effects. For this ptirpose the follow­
ing reductions and the subsequent analysis of variance were computed: 
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R ( T )  = li|l91755.0i with 3B28 d.f. 
a( A = I2S71605.73 with 32 d.f. 
H( A = I2S69S25.25 with 30 d.f. 
Sotirce of -wariation d.f. S.S. M.S. F 
Seasons 2 IJSO.iig 8^0.2k 1.8$ 
Seaainder 2796 1320li;9.2g 1^72.16 
In S5>ite of groTOiiig the records into the seasons which wotild 
iiSTS Esde the differences ^ong thea maximtsia. seasonal influences do 
not appear to he large. Hence 5^'g were deleted fron the laodel and 
reductions for the other effects were obtained as given in SaMe 1^. 
Table 1^^ 
Seduction in the sam of the squares of milk production per 
lactation dxie to fitting the different sets of parameters 
R( A «= 12655317.63 with 25 d.f. 
E( M = I2S27552.7I with 29 d.f. 
R( « 12686888.02 with 25 d.f. 
S( A.H.lf.S.L) = 12S1M1S2.5S with 25 d.f. 
5?he analysis of variance for milk production is given in Table I5. 
She interaction between native breed and proportion of Bblstein 
blood is highly significant, fhis means that the differences between 
any two proportions of 3olstein blood depend in part on the nati-^e 
breed that was crossed to produce then, which is the same thing as 
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saying the difference between the two native breeds is not the same 
at all proportions of Hoi stein blood. 
Sfable 15 
Analysis of variance for milk production per lactation 
Source of -variation d.f. s.s. M.S. F 
Length of lactation period 5 21U507.62 H29OI.52 90.81 «» 
Hatives 1 42272.5^ ^2272.5^ 7.35 ' 
Pr<«ortion of Hblstein 
blood 5 IS2937.23 36527.^5 6.39 « 
Interaction between native 
and proportion of 
Holstein blood 5 286112.67 5728.53 12.13 
Honainder 279^ 1321929.76 
Total 2827 1895816.39 
Ihe proportions of Hblstein blood seon to differ in milk production 
more than is measTJred by interaction alone (F ® 6.39*)- ®iis means 
that at least part of the differences among the proportions of Hblstein 
blood are due to the general differences asaong their effects. These 
general differences would occur among the proportions of Holstein blood 
each tiriie these proportions are tried with the Indian dairy cattle 
breeds of which the Sahiwsl and the Sindhi are a saa^jle. On. the other 
itand, if these pr<TOortion of Bolstein blood were to be tried rOTeatedly 
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on only the Sshival and the Siiaihi breeds the differences that vrciild "be 
©"bserved snong these proportions wonld he espected to be similar to those 
that were obtained in the present study (F = ^'^'72*^' ~ 77*^^ with 5 
and 2753 degrees of freedom)« In other vrords the effects of proportions 
of Hoistein blood avers,ged over the native breeds which were used in 
the present study are highly significant. 
Similarly the Sahiisal and the SindM breeds seem to differ in milk 
production more than is measured by interaction alone. Shere is probably 
a general difference between the native breeds as well. If these native 
breeds were tried again with the very same proportions of Holstein blood 
that were used, the differences that would be obtained among the native 
breeds would be es^iected to be similar to those that x-rere found in the 
present study (F = = S9.^S^ with 1 5:nd 2'JSB degrees of freedom). 
But in accepting these results some caution is necessary because only a 
few herds were studied and because eech native breed and its crossbreds 
were kept in a different group of herds. 5?his latter circiaastance confounds 
conroletely the differeace between the native breeds and any average environ­
mental difference between the groups of h«rrls -^re they were kept. 
The length of lactation period and the proportion of Holstein blood 
seem to 1^-ve more ia^tortant effect on the variation in milk production 
per lactation than do the other factors, 
fhe estimates of the parameters obtained from the least squares 
equations on fitting only the proportion of Holstein blood, the natives, 
the interaction between these two, the length of lactation period and the 
year of calving are given ia (Tahle I6, From these estimates the differ­
ences may be obtained between the effects of any two or more classes e.g. 
the difference in production per lactation between ^5-/8 Hoisteins and 
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fable 16 
Bsoimates of parameters affecting milk production per lactation. 
I'laior classification 
?rox>ortion of Eblsteia "blood 
Native 
H, 
H,. 
E. 
-^7-
If. 
Talue of the estimate 
-16.5s (in units of 100 l"bso) 
- 5.63 
6.72 
s.Sh 
5.13 
1-72 
- 5.70 
5.70 
Interaction lietween native 
•fareed and proportion of 
Holstein blood 
(continued next page) 
HI, 01 
m. 21 
®6l 
"02 
EE 
22 
HK, 
m 
HH. 
%2 
52 
62 
72 
k . f S  
2.26 
2.65 
2.0s 
-3.76 
-g.Ol 
" k . J S  
-2.26 
-2.65 
-2.0s 
3.76 
S.Ol 
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'Table l6 (contimed) 
Major classificp.tion Classes Value of the estimate 
Length of lactation period -22,li-5 
^2 - S.27 
^ 0.92 
6.55 
^5 15.3c 
-6 9.73 
2/S Solst eins is 672-(-563) = I235 po-onds. 
Dry Period 
Tob length of th.e dry period could be determiried in part "by the 
manager of the d&iry farnij "bjr chance and other tLn-controliahle factors 
as well as "by the heredity of the co'&fs, She differences among the 
lengths of the dry periods of two coxv-s tpien at random woiOd bs 
larger than the differences aiaong the tvro d^^ periods of the same cow 
if heredity has soEe control over dry period and if the other 
factors affecting dry period were as likely to "be different for 
records of two different cows as for two records ox the sene cow. In 
analysis of rariaacs ws-s set up in order to meas-ure the repeatability 
of the lerigths of the dry periods of the sans cois?. irhat analysis of 
variance is shO'iHi in !i?£ble I7. She effective ntaaber of dry periods 
per cow (k^) -was Hence 3 = 72,11 £nd A = = 5-96. 
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Therefore the repeatability of the length of the dry periods of the 
saae cov is 72.7I + 5.96 saallness of this fignre 
indicates that hereditary and permanent environmental differences among 
the cows have only slight effects on the variation in the lengths of 
the dry periods. 
Sable 17 
Analysis of variance of the length of dry periods 
Sotirce of variation d.f. S,S. M.S. S.M.S. 3* 
Among cows within 
pedigree classes 
and herds 831 75961.SS 91.1^1 B + k^A 1,25** 
Among dry periods 
of the same cow I936 1^^0775.53 72.7I B 
T X. k2 — 
where k^ is defined as ——( ^ k - ^ ) or k - , fc is the 
o n—1 2. ^ ^ 
observed number of dry periods of a cow and n is the mmber of cows. 
Having obtained an indication thai: the heredity of a cow might 
have some influence in determining the length of her dry period, the 
distribution shown in Table 18 was compiled in order to obtain some 
evidence on whether the length of dry period differed among the 
pedigree classes.* The nmbers in each cell were then expressed as 
a fraction of the total number in the pedigree class to which they 
beloBLged. These fractions are shown in Table I9. This was done so 
ifc 
For this section the pedigree class VI was split into two parts: 
TIa) 2/8 Holsteln-6/S Sindhi and VIb) k/B Hblstein^/S Sindhi. 
Table Ig 
Distribution of dry periods of the cows of fllffercmt pedigree classes 
Pedigree Olasaes of dry periods ®3tal 
elnsfles less than 5^ 55 to 7^ 75 to 9U 95 to llU 3.15 to I3H more than 
das^a days dasTB days davB 1"^^ days 
Class I 27 33 35 35 15 116 261 
II Us 39 U2 UU 26 llU 307 
III lUo 153 180 112 U9 137 771 
IV 65 75 73 52 29 108 lK)2 
V 11 9 13 Ik 11 50 log 
Yla Ifj 12 21 10 11 32 102 
Vib 71 Sk 102 96 U3 80 U86 
VII 51 59 92 go 46 73 lK)l 
Total U23 U7U 558 UU3 230 710 2838 
fable 19 
Practiono of the dry periods which are in each 
olase 
Pedigree Olasaes of dry •periods Average length 
classes <5^ dsys 55-7H days 75-9^ days 95-Il^l- days 115-13'! days >135 days of dry period 
In days 
Class 1 .10 .13 .13 .13 .07 156 
II .lU .13 •lU .IH .08 .37 13s 
I I I  .1« .20 .23 .15 .06 .IS 105 
IV .16 .19 .18 .13 .07 .27 I2U 
V .10 .Og .12 .13 .10 M 137 
Via .16 .12 .21 .10 .11 .31 I2U 
Vib .15 .19 .20 .20 .09 .16 102 
VI1 .13 .15 .23 .20 .11 .ig 109 
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as to fiad whether the distrihution of dry periods within each of the 
eight pedigree classes was or was not similar to the distribution 
within the other seven pedigree classes. On ©"bservation of 5?£ rie I9 
it appeared that the ptirebred Indian "breeds tend to have longer dry 
periods than the crossbreds. Except for this the distribution of 
the dry periods vithin the eight pedigree classes appeared similar. 
She comparison aaong the average dry periods of the cows of 
different pedigree classes gave itirther evidence on the nature of 
the differences among the purebred and the crossbred cattle in the 
length of dry period, fhe purebred dairy cattle of any one of the 
two Indian breeds i.e. the Sahiwal and the Sindhi, have longer dry 
period than the Holstein crossbreds produced by using the saae Indian 
breed (5?able I9). Moreover, sanong the four pedigree classes involving 
each of the native breeds the Holstein classes have the shortest 
average dry periods. 2he average dry period decreases with the 
increase in the proportion of Holstein blood tro to the h[Z Holstein 
blood level. 
In order to examine the nature of the dianges in this connection, 
as the proportion of the Holstein blood in the animals increases 
over fifty per cent, the fourth and the eighth pedigree dLasses of 
Tables 12 and 19 were split into their osmponent classes. She results 
are given in Tables 20 and 21. 
2h.e dry periods between 55 and 11 i?- days long were considered as 
most desirable for the following reasonsi (l) A dry period of about 
eight weeks was found to give the best annual yield for high producing 
cows calving at a twelve month interval (Klein and ¥oodward, 19^3), 
Table 20 
Distribution of the dry periods of th© cows with U/g or more Holstein blood 
Class of cows OlaBses of dry uerloA Total 
"^Wd^'s agys T^-QU IVMk d^ys > 1^-5 dmrs 
k / B  Holatein-U/g Sahiwal lUo 153 Igo 112 U9 13U 771 
5/g » -3/g « 28 32 39 23 10 38 170 
6/g " - 2 / B  «  36 Uo 32 27 17 59 211 
7/g " -l/g » 1 3 2 s 2 11 21 
k / B  Holstein-V® Slndhi 71 102 96 k'j go ^6 
5/g « -3/S « 11 lU 33 23 22 26 13U 
6/g » -2/g » 36 39 21 3U 219 
7/g » -1/g " 6 lU 8 3 13 Ug 
Table 21 
Fractions of the dry pariods which are in each cIbss 
Average leniEcth 
Olasfles of cows ClRasefl of dry oerloda of dry period 
< day a 55-7^ 75-9^ Anyz S^-IVTI^b 115^:03^7^135 days in days 
Ssacs 
U/8 Hol8tein-H/8 Sahiwal .18 .20 .23 .15 .06 .18 105 
9/g H „3/g H .16 .19 .23 .lU .06 .22 110 
6/g " -2/g » 
.17 .19 .15 .13 .08 .28 130 
7/8 » -1/8 » .05 .lU .10 .10 .10 .51 183 
U/8 Holetein-U/8 Sindhl .15 .19 .20 .20 .09 .17 102 
5/8 " -3/8 " .08 .10 .25 .22 .16 .19 118 
6/8 « -2/8 « .16 .18 .20 .20 .10 .16 102 
7/8 " -1/8 » .08 .12 .29 .17 .06 .28 113 
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Pifty-five days, therefore, was used as the lower limit for the length 
of dry period most desirable. (2) She average calving iatsrval of 
Indian dairy cattle was fotmd to lie UoU days (Sildca, 1931) • Similar 
averages have 'been reported l>y other workers under Indian conditions. 
Hence this seems to "be the lower lijait of calving interval attainable 
under the conditions of feeding and management cosanon on the "better 
dairy farss in India, the fanas that are similar to those from which 
the data were obtained for the present study. Allowing a cow to be 
milked for 305 days leaves about hundred dry days per lactation. 2ie 
cows that had dry periods that long wo-uld be included in the class 
having dry periods 95 to 11^ days long.. Hence llH was used as the 
upper limit of the interval, 2?he proportions of the dary periods within 
the above interval are given ia Sable ?J2 fr:T c:iSh purebred and crossbred 
class separately. 
Table 22 
Proportions of dry periods between 55 and llU days long 
Class ProTDortions 
h/S Holstein-V^ Sahiwal 
5/S Holsteia-3/S Sahiwal 
6/S Hoistein-2/8 Sehiwal 
7/8 Holsteia-l/S Sahiwal 
Purebred Sindhi 
Purebred Sahiwal s 
l/S and 2/8 Hblsteins, rest Sahiwal blood 
.39 
.Ul 
.58 
.56 
.3^ 
2/S Holsteia-6/8 Sindhi 
h/S Holstein-V^ Sindhi 
5/S Holstein.-3/8 Sindhi 
6/8 Holstein-2/S Sindhi 
7/S Holsteia-l/8 Sindhi 
.59 
.57 
.58 
.56 
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Imong the Sahiwal crosses there is a saall difference "between 
the ^/S and the 5/8 Holsteins. Thi s small difference co-aLd have heen 
due to sampling because the mmher of observations in the 5/S Holstein-
3/g Sahiwal group is rather small (IJO). 5?he other Sahiwal cross-
hreds show an increase in the average length of dry periods as the 
proportion of Holstein "blood increases from U/S to 7/S. Ho such 
trend sesas to "be evident in the Sindhi crosses. On the average, 
however, the Sindhi crosses have shorter dry periods than the Sahiwal 
SSdSfr 
length of lactation Period 
n?he distribution of the lengths of the lactation periods is 
given in Table 23. She subclass numbers are expressed in Table as 
fractions of the narginsil totals of the pedigree classes. Prom these 
tables the following observations were made! 
1. A vas confuted to test whether the samples of lactation 
lengths of the purebred natives and the crossbreds are randomly 
drawn from a common population. It was llS.lU with 5 d^rees of 
freedom. The length of lactation depends considerably on whether the 
cows are purebred natives or belong to various crossbred classes. 
3516 purebreds tend to have shorter lactations than do the crossbreds. 
2. In testing whether the saaples of lactation lengths of the 
'V 2 two natives are randomly drawn from the same population a a. walue 
of U^l.ia with 5 degrees of freedom was obtained. This indicates a 
Table 23 
Dietributlon of the lactation lengths of cows with different proportions of 
Hoistein blood 
Purebred Sahiwal 133 UU 35 26 11 12 261 
1/0 and 2/S Hoistein, 
the rest SaMwal 116 63 Hg 36 15 29 307 
U/g Holetein-U/S Sahi-
val 261 229 135 82 Ho 2U 771 
5/8 « -3/8 " 60 53 25 17 5 10 170 
6/g and 7/8 Holstein, 
the rest Sahiwal. SO 55 51 31 11 U 232 
Purebred Sindhi 9U 7 3 2 2 0 108 
2/8 Holstein-S/S Sindhi 37 26 IS 11 7 3 102 
U/8 " -V8 " 1U7 115 105 56 36 27 Ug6 
5/8 « -3/8 " 38 Uo 23 18 15 0 13k 
6/8 and 7/8 Hoistein, 
the rest Sindhi 61 63 77 31 21 ii^ 267 
Table SU 
Fractions of the lactations which are in each 
length class 
Pedigree class 
of cows 
Olasses of iRctation lengths 
<^99 days 3<)0~329 days days 3bO-3g9 d^ys 39O-U29 >'^30 days 
Mean lactation 
length in 
Purebred Sahiwal .51 .17 .13 .10 •oU •05 306 
l / g  a n d  2 / g  H o l s t e i n ,  
rest Sahiwal .38 .21 .16 .12 .05 .08 328 
U/S Holstein-U/g Sahiwal .3U .30 .18 .11 .05 .03 319 
5/« " -3/8 " .35 .31 .15 .10 .03 .06 319 
6/8 and 7/8 Holstein, 
rest Sahiwal .3H .2U .22 .13 .05 .02 319 
Purebred Sindhl .87 ,06 .03 .02 .02 .00 256 
2 / g  I I o l s t e l n - S / B  S i n d h i  .36 .25 .18 .11 .07 .03 315 
U/g " -U/S " .30 .2k .22 .12 .07 .06 329 
5/8 » -3/8 " .28 .30 .17 .13 .11 0 326 
6/8 and 7/8 Holstein, 
rest Sindhi .23 .2H .29 .12 .08 .05 338 
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•fareed difference in length of lactation. She Sindhis seem to have 
nore short lactations than tlie SaMvals. 
3. In the classes of the long lactations, i.e. 3^ days and longer, 
the proportions are aliaost the sane in all the pedigree classes exc^t 
the Sindhis. 
h. She desirable class of lactation lengths i.e. JOO to 329 days, 
is most fffequeat among the h/S Hblstein-i!-/s Sahiwal, the 5/S Solstein-
3/S Sahiwal and the 5/S Holstein-3/S Sindhi. Aljout one third of the 
lactations of the cows of these classes are "between 3OO and 329 days 
long and aliout sixty-five per cent of the lactations are 3^ days long 
or shorter. 
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BISCUSSIOHS AhD COilCnJSIOJfS 
The digproportionality in the subclass itualiers vas more pronounced 
in the case of ailk production than in the case of age at first calving. 
This vas because there were ajore subclasses and consequently more 
classes with no observation in the former case. 3?he class with U/8 
Holstein blood was most frequent, the ones with 2fZ and 6/g Holstein 
bleed were nsxtf those itrith 5/^ Bolstein blood were next and those with 
7/g Sblstein blood were the fewest aaong the crossbreds. Only 12 cows 
with l/S Holstein blood had records. This distribution, as explained 
earlier, is a consequence of the sequence in which ea<di of the above 
mentioned classes was obtained. 
The h/S Holsteins were all obtained by crossing the purebred 
Holstein biills on the purebred Sahiwal and the purebred Sindhi cows. 
2fo products of crossing h/S Holsteins by h/S Holsteins were included, 
^he observations on the h/8 Holsteins in the present study mi^t 
involve heterosis but no definite conclusions in this connection can be 
drawn. 
She mmber of observations increased in each succeeding year up 
to 1S3^' 1937 the numbers were small because not all the cows that 
calved in that year had completed their lactations at the time the 
infoiHjation was obtained. This continuous increase in the numbers from 
one year to the nezt is dne to the fact that practically all the heifers 
were maintained in the herds. 
She namijer of the Sahiwals and their crossbfeds is about one and 
a half times the m3m"ber of the Sindhis and their crosses. She excess 
of the Sahivals could partly he incidental to their being k^t in more 
herds (7) than the Sindhis (5)' co^ild also be that the Sahiwals 
are thought to be better producers of milk than the Sindhis and so 
more of thea are used in the crossbreeding work. 
She classes having h / S  or more Holstein blood had longer lactations 
than those with less than k/8 Holstein blood (Table 2^^). She mean 
lactation lengths of the group having h/S or more Holstein blood and of 
those vith less than k/S were ^2h and 309 days, respectively. She 
distribution of the lactation lengths in this study was skewed (Tables 
23, 2h and 13)-
As shown in Sable 3, most calviags took place in the months of 
January and February and the fewest occurred in the months of ifey, 
Jxme and July, i.e. the summer months. JJa-^e (193^) i^sd also found 
that Sindhi cows in the Poona herd calved most frequently in January 
and February. About sixty-nine per cent of the calvings occurred between 
October and jSpril in the Poona herd. In the present stTidy only fifty-
five per cent of the calvings occurred within that period. She calvings 
in the month of January and Februaiy would result from conceptions 
occurring around March and April. Kumaran (19^5) also found the 
conc^tion rate to be the highest during the month of April. 
She curves for the pedigree classes showiaag the relative milk 
yields at different ages indicate the following when con^jared with the 
cmrve from Kendri^'s study: 
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1. 5he production at earlier ages ea^iressed as a fraction of the 
production at maturity is lower in the case of the two Indian breeds 
and their crosslsreds than it is in the case cf the purebred Holsteins 
studied by Kendrick. 
2. fhe milk yield of the Indian breeds and their crossbreds rises 
rapidly with age till maturity is reached. 
5. Matiarity is reached at about the same time in the life of the 
purebred Indian breeds and their crosses as it is in the purebred 
Holsteins: and 
K, After reaching maturity the Indian breeds and their cjrossbreds 
decline less rapidly in their milk production than the purebred Holsteins. 
The method used for correcting the observations for the effects 
of the herds involved corrections only for the differences acong the 
herds within each native breed. Any effect which was common to all the 
herds in which one of the native breeds and its crosses were kept (but 
not to the herds in which the other native breed was krot) would not 
be removed even though it might be managmental. It would appear as a 
difference between the native breeds. In this asnner the herd effects, 
as far as they are environaentalj would be xaider-corrected. On the 
other hand if part of the differences among the herds were due to the 
differences in the hsredi-^ of the cows of the Indian breeds that were 
used in them for crossbreeding purposes, then the correction for the 
herd effects would take out a part of the hereditary differences as 
well. In that case the herd effects, which are environmental, would be 
over-corrected. In this study, however, neither of the two tj^es of 
errors are likely to have been very large. Jlrst all herds, irrespective 
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of the native breed kept there, were tmder standardized conditions for 
Biost of the manageiaeiital operations. Second, each herd, as far as is 
knova, had received a random saa^le of native cows. Bie "bulls of the 
Holstein and the Indian breeds were rotated for use in all the herds. 
She estimates of the effects of the different proportions of Holstein 
blood on the age at first calving have been given in 5fe.ble 8. In 
Figure 5 they were plotted to indicate any treads that might ezist. Age 
at first calving decreases as the proportion of the Solstein blood 
increases. !Phe curve starts at a high level and falls repioly, levelling 
off at Holstein blood. This indicates that the natives are sexually 
late maturing while the Holsteins mattire early. Sroa the zero Eolsteia 
blood level to the 2/8 Holstein blood stage there is a marked decrease, 
indicating that even a small proportion of genes from the Holstein breed 
has a marked influence. 2he addition of twenty-five per cent more 
Holstein genes (i.e. from 2/S to the k/B level) brings about some 
further decrease in the age at first calving. Eowever, the decrease 
due to the additional quarter is about half as much as that bought 
about by the addition of the first quarter of Holstein blood. Additional 
dosages of Holstein genes do not seem to make much change after the 
level. 33ae effect of these genes on the age at first calving seems 
to be of a threshold type, the level of the threshold being located, 
at about the hfS proportion of the Holstein hlood. 2!he animals with 
h/S or more Holstein blood lie above that level and those with less than 
hfS Holstein lie below it. Hie threshold does not seem to be sharp 
"because the decline in age at first calving is moderately regular from 
zero to two to four-eighths of Holstein blood. 
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If the nature of the change with the increasing proportion of 
Holsteia blood were to "be attributed merely to dominance of the genes 
affecting age at first calving, the dominance is in the direction of 
earlier sexual aatnrity. It could be complete. 3?his seems likely 
"because with coaplete dominance of genes for early sexual maturity 
the animals with i}/S or more Holatein "blood would "be expected to be 
all alike auid the data indicate that they are. iFurtheraore if 
dominance were complete and the iaterallelic relations were additive, 
the animals having S/S Hblstein blood wo :id "be e^ipected to "be a"bout half 
way between those having none and those having U/S Hoi stein blood. 
Hie data again seem to indicate that they are not far from that. On 
this basis, the genes affecting the age at first calving appear 
coH^letely dominant over the genes from the Sindhi and the Sahiwal 
breeds of Indian cattle. 
5?he estimates of the two native breeds measure the effects of the 
genes from the Sahiwal and the Sindhi as averaged over the combinations 
with different proportions of the Holstein blood. These estimates 
indicate that on the average the Sahiwal genes cause an individual to 
mature earlier than do the genes from the Sindhis. Possibly this 
difference could be partly or wholly due to the difference betrveen the 
group, of herds where Sahiwals were kept and the grotgj of herds where the 
Sindhis were kept. 
In order to find which crossbred class was the earliest maturing 
a table was set up by adding the effects, the H effects and the 
V 
particular effects for the different classes e.g. to get the 
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Talue for the cell "belongine to the row Hq and the column in TalJle 
25, i.e. for the cows of the (EH)q2  ^ pedigree classes, Hq « .57, 
e -.07 and « -.23 vere added to give a ,27 year which is 
entered in that cell. 'The total ntoaber of the animals in each class 
in this study are also given in !Sa"ble 25. 
The figtires in that table indicate that the ptirelired Sindhis on 
the average calve for the first time 0.8J - 0.27 ® O.60 years later 
than the Sahiwals. The h/g and the 5/8 Hoisteins involving the Sahiwal 
"breed nsattire .12 year earlier than the same crosshreds involvizig the 
Sindhi breed. !i?he differences among the two crossbred classes of the 
two native breeds that have more than 5/^ Hoi stein blood are even 
smaller. Sxcluding the 7/S Holstein classes, which had small mimbers 
and therefore wotild have wide confidence intervals around the reconsti-
tated values, the differences among the reconstituted values for the 
U-/8 Hoi steins to the 6/8 Holsteins are 0.12 year or less. 3!hese differ­
ences are rather saiall from the practical point of view and could be 
due to the sampling variation only. 
A variance-covariance matrix involving the inverting of the matriz 
of the least sqiiare coefficients would have been required to make an 
exact test for these differences. Instead of making an exact test the 
method of coiroaring the range of the means against the standard error 
of their difference as indicated by Snedecor (I9HS, p. ^Oj) was used, 
A kg of 65, the effective number for each of the 12 cells» was computed 
as described earlier. A standard error of the difference among the 
means of the subclasses was calculated by using the remainder mean 
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square (Sable j )  & s  a a .  mbiased estimate of the variance among the 
oTJservations >dthin each suTsclass. This was 0.075 year. !Ehe range 
moJiS means of the reconstituted values of the six subclasses 
(the U/S, the 5/2 and the 6/S Holstein crosses of the two native) 
is 0.16 year. Therefore the ratio, range/s^ = 2.I3. This is qtiite 
close to the mean value of such ratios i.e. 2.53 is less than 
the value for P = .05- differences in age at first calving for those 
six suhclasses could he due to chance. At any rate, differences in 
sejcoal maturity among the crossbred classes of both Sahival and Sindhi 
which carry as much as h/8 Holstein blood are small enough to be of 
little practical importance. 
The estimates of the effects of the varying lengths of the lacta­
tion period show, as would have been expected, that the milk yield per 
lactation increases as the length of the lactation increases. These 
values have been plotted in a bar diagram in Slgure 6. The middle 
points of the top line of the bars for the four intermediate classes 
lie on a straight line. This means that between ^5 ^2^ days the 
milk yield per lactation increases linearly with the increase in the 
length of the lactation period. The increase varies between 22 and 
25 pounds with each additional day. This is shown in Table 26. In 
Sinanenthaler cattle of Brazil an increase in the lactation yield of 
about six potinds for each additional day was observed for lactations 
300 to U20 days long (Carneiro and Lush, 19^, Table 5)* that 
study the daily yield was rather constant between 300 and h20 days 
of lactation (their Pigure l). 
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Table 25 
Reconstituted values for age at first calving of different 
classes 
Sahival Sindhi (K^J 
0 Holstein blood 
(V '21 (67) 
.87 (>50) 
l/S + 2/2 Holstein 
(Hg) .16 
(Sit) 
-.02 
(28) 
h/S Holstein 
-.21 
(201) (1^1) 
Holstein 
<H5) -.17 
(72) 
-.05 
(^U) 
6/8 Holstein (Hg) 
-.19 
(107) -.09 (86) 
7/S Holstein 
(Hy) -.28 
(16) 
-.20 
(2^5) 
Eumbers within parentheses indicate the nrmi'ber of observations 
that were present in each cell. 
LF.NGTH OF LACTATION IN DAYS 
( 
\j.| I 
Fl^', 6. Effcct of Lrn^th of L^ototlon oi\ Profiuction Por Lf;ctAtion. 
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Sable 26 
Hate of increase in milk production with increase in 
length of lactation period 
Humber of days Increase in 35aily increase 
hetveen pounds in pounds 
the class marks 
Between I»2 3^ 735 25 
« and 30 25 
« Li^ and L5 IfO Shj 22 
Sae covs that had lactations longer then U25 days produced less 
milk per lactation than did those with lactations of 3S5 to h2k days. 
IHie covs that hare lactations longer than ^25 days would have calving 
intervals longer than the average for most of the 'breeds which is about 
thirteen and a half months. The gestation length and the period "between 
calving and subsequent conc^tion together constitute a calving interval. 
&estation length for normal "births does not vary enough to "be able to 
accjunt for the discTOTancy between the long calving intervals of the 
cows having lactations longer than U25 days and the average calving 
intervals for most of the "breeds. This wo'jld mean that the cows having 
such long lactations did not conceive as early after parturition as 
those with calving intervals of the average length. Disturbances in 
the sexual cycle, such as absence of estrus, irregular estrus and low 
conception jrate, as well as the manag®aent and chance, are the causes 
that would bring about the delay in conception. As pointed out earlier, 
attempts were made to standardize the man?gemental practices from one 
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herd to another as well as for all the cows within each herd. Therefore 
the distorhances in the sexual cycle are the most likely causes of the 
ahove mentioned delay in conception if chance were equally likely to 
affect all the cows. Disturbances in the sexual cycle and low production 
"both are manifestations of poor adaptation to the environment and are 
often exhibited by purebred European cows in the tropics. It seems, 
therefore, that lack of ad£5)tation to the environment of the cows with 
lactations longer than 425 days might be one of the causes why these 
cows gave less milk per laetatioa than did those whose lactations were 
3S5 to ^2^ days long. Abortions early in the pregnancgr period might 
escape notice. !i?he effect of such undetected abortions would be to 
increase the interval between the recorded calvings. lower production 
due to ill health and the upset in hormonal cycle will also accompany 
sudi abortions. ®b.e records that followed such undetected abortions 
wouid be included in this study as normal lactations and would go into 
the last class of lactation lengths. Hence the cows in the class having 
lactations longer than ^•25 days may form an abnormal group from the 
abovs points of view. 
On the other hand the cows tliat had lactations less than 295 days 
were distributed as shown in 5?able 27. 
The purebred Indian cows were relatively poor producers of milk 
(IPable 16). Inherently they also seem to have short lactation lengths. 
She same holds true for the l/S and the 2/S Holsteins who are slightly 
better than the purebred Indian cows. 
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TaTsle 27 
Proportions of the cows of different classes that made lactations 
less than 295 days long 
Glass Proportion 
Purebred Indian cows .5^ 
l/S and 2/S Bblstein, the rest native blood .35 
h/8 Holstein, the rest native blood .28 
5/8 Holstein, the rest native blood .27 
6/S Hblstein, the rest native blood .23 
7/8 Hblstein, the rest native blood .25 
Short lactations also result from early conception following 
partTirition. The last one third of such lactations are influenced by 
the dffljaands of the rapidly growing foetus for nutrients. Shis would 
have caused prodaetion to fall laore rapidly than if conc^tion had 
occurred later in the lactation period. These causes wotild have lowered 
the average lactation yields in lactations of less than 295 days. 
The real difference between the effect of the lactations of and Lj 
classes, i.e. the difference between the effects of those lengths 
alone, might for these reasons be less than estimated from these data. 
If this were true the relationship between the length of lactation and 
milk production per lactation could be linear over a wider range than 
indicated by this study. 
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Figore J  was o"btained by plotting against the proportion of 
Holstein "blood the estimates of the effects of the different proportions 
of Holstein "blood on milk prodaction per lactation. The relationship 
between the two variables is clearly curvilinear. The pure'bred Indian 
cows are the lowest producers of the whole lot. Milic yield per lactam 
tion increases with the proportion of Holstein blood up to 5/S and 
thereafter decreases. 
The actual milk production of the Holstein crosshreds may be 
considered to be the result of the siisslt-aneous action of two sets of 
genes. One set would consist of the genes that tend to increase the 
producing ability and the other set wo-old consist of the genes that 
decrease adaptability to an environment. She genes of the former set 
would "be called the genes for production and the genes of the latter 
set would be called the genes for adaptability. If the action of the 
genes for production is assumed to be additive the trend shown in Figure 
7 can be explained "by allovdng a threshold of expression of the genes 
for adaptability. This threshold lies at about the h/8 level of the 
Holstein blood. 5here would "be no noticea"ble effect of the genes for 
adaiatability till the proportion of the Holstein "blood in an animal 
reaches the h/8 level. Prom there on the increase in these genes from 
the Holstein "breed would have a strong and increasingly undesiralile 
effect in lowering adapta"bility. The relationships betwe<?n the propor­
tion of Holstein blood, the effects of the xmdesirable genes for adapta­
bility and the effects of the genes for production, that have been 
pro-nosed here, are shown in Figure S. A curve showing the simtdtaneous 
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action of these two hypothetical sets of genes, which is actually the 
cuTTe given in Figure 7» is also drawn. 
The phenotypic extreme (the high producer) in this case happened 
to be a hereditary intermediate. The genes for high production and 
the genes that tend to make an individxtal tmad^^ted to the environment 
of the tropics appear to reach a favorable Tjalance at about the 5/S 
level of Holstein blood. The balance is such that any increase then 
in the proportion of the genes from the Holstein breed probably increases 
the proportion of the genes that tend towards higher production but at 
the same time the proportion of the genes that tetid lo bring about 
•weakness of the constitution and other unads^tability to the tropical 
environment also goes up. The effect of these undesirable genes seems 
to overshadow the desirable effect of the other genes, thus resulting 
in low production. 
35xe above mentioned hypothesis is only one of many that might 
erolain the phenomenon, although for a physiologically coiirolex function 
like milk production which must involve harmonious functioning of several 
parts and systons of the body simultaneously, this explanation seens 
plausible. 
Mac&uckin (1937) presented a table giving the average lactation 
yields of purebred Sahiwals and their crossbreds having different 
proportion of the Holstein blood. The information pertinent to this 
study is presented in Table 28. Part of the records used by MacGiickin 
were also used in the present study. 
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Table 28 
CoE5)arison of the actual lactation yields and the intennediate 
index yields of different heredity classes 
Humber in Actual lacta- Expected* Average 
Class the dass tion yield in 
lbs. 
yields length of 
lactations 
pTirebred Friesians 11 S'^ 6 9i«)0 lbs. 239 days 
7/S ?riesian-l/S Sahiwal 30 1077 8700 if 323 H 
6 / 8  Friesian-2/S Sahiwal 290 SHsh gooo n 318 n 
o f  8  itiesian-3/S Sahiwsl S6 722k "77nn 1 n tt 
"^(8 Friesian-U/S Sahiwal 572 6882 6S00 8 31s it 
2/8 Priesian-6/S Sahiwal 225 5250 5200 H 319 H 
l/S Priesian-7/S Sahiwal 3^1- U123 J+500 tt 296 n 
Purebred Sahiwal s U29 3798 3800 tt 281 
(Sahle reproduced from MacGuckin, 1937» P* 268) 
•These were obtained by linearly interpolating between the two 
limits set lap on the basis of the actual ave^rages of the purebreds. 
These are the yields that would have been obtained had the proportions 
of blood affected milk prodaction additively. 
33ie distribution of the numbers of animals in each class above 
seems to follovr the same pattern as was fooind in this study. The probable 
causes of this were given earlier. The trend in the average length of 
the lactations found by Mac&tickin is similar to that found in this study. 
Prom his study also it is clear that the 5/8 flblsteins are the highest 
producers. Fairly good agreement between the actual yields and those 
obtained by linear interpolation was found tro to the 5/8 level, indicat­
ing that within that range the relationship between the milk production 
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and the proportion of Holstein "blood is ^proximately linear. A 
decline in the production of the animals occarred as the proportion of 
Sjlsteia. blood increased over 5/S. MacGucMn eaqjlained that the great 
discrepancy between the actual yields and the interpolated yields of 
the 6/S and the ffS Holsteins was because the constitution of these 
animals was not able to bear the strain that hi^ production of milk 
causes. 
Schneider (19^, ?• 12) made the following observation: 
tine to time they (largest commercial dairy farms 
in India) ptirchase some of the best Indian cows that may be 
obtained in the cattle breeding districts. Hiese are bred 
to foreign bulls. She crossbred cows are milked and their 
three quarter bred fenale calves usually reared. The next 
generation however is invariably discarded. Ssperience has 
shown that it does cot pay to rear calves under commercial 
conditions which are sore than three quarters foreign 
breeding. 
The value of constitution in crossbreds was also emphasized by 
Sdward (1932). He esrolained the higher yields of some of the crossbreds 
£S being due to the presence of both, constitution and milk yielding 
capacity. 
The difference between the milk production of the Sahiwals and 
the Sindhis averaged over all the crossbreds in which they were involved 
is 11^ pounds per lactation (Table l6). This difference might be due 
to difference between the groxip of herds where Sahiwal euxd its crosses 
were kejst and the group of herds where the Sindhi and its crosses were 
kept. Because of complete confounding of differences between these 
groups of herds and between the two native breeds their effects cannot be 
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separated. Since all th.e herds were subjected to standardized manage-
in ental practices it is tinlikely that all of this difference Ijetween 
natives is due to the herd differences only. If the difference "between 
the Sahiwal and the Sindhi, as found above, is not all due to herd 
differences it appears that on the average the Sahiwal breed is poorer 
than the Sindhi for crossbreeding with the Hoi stein breed. However as 
a pure breed the Sahiwal is considered to be a higher producing breed 
than the Sindhi. The average production per lactation of 22^ records 
of Sahiwal cows was reported by the I.C.A.S, as 50S"5 potads in a calving 
interval of 501 days. The average of 62 records of Sindhi cows was 
only 393^ pounds in a calving interval of UifS days. fEhe stroeriority of 
the SindM breed in the crossbreds indicates: 
a) a higher combining ability of that breed's genes affecting milk 
yield with those of the Holstein: 
b) the genes from the Sindhi breed that affect the adsp tability 
of an individual to its environment have greater ability to mask the 
undesirable effects of the !felstein genes. 
The high combining ability in this case could be due either to dominance 
or ^istasis. The data do not provide any clue as to which is really 
responsible. If both are involved there is no way to measure their 
relative iarportance. 
Sie estimates of the the and the classes were combined 
to reconstitute the values that are given in Table 29. This table was 
formed to determine the combination, or combinations that are high pro­
ducers. The crossbreds involving the Sindhi breed and having h/8 to 
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Table 29 
Reconstituted values for milk production per lactation 
of different classes (in units of 100 I'bs.) 
Eolstein Blood Sahiwal (Sf^) Sindhl (N^) 
0 
(Hq) -17.50 -15.66 
(261) (108) 
l/S and'2/g 
(Hg) - 9.OT - 2.19 
(-^07) (102) 
h f s  
(Hi^) 3.67 9.77 
(771) (Hg6) 
f 
5/s (H^) 5.02 12.26 
cm) 
6/s 
(Hg) - 1^.33 1^.59 
(211) (21Q) 
7/s 
(Sj) -11.99 15.^3 
(51) (ML 
HumlJers vrithin parentheses indicate the n-omlJer of observations 
that were present in each cell. 
6/8 Holstein. "blood appear better. 
Jhe effective number (k ) for each cell was comnuted by usiag the 
0 
same aethod as described earlier. It was 200. IThe standard error of 
the mean difference among the cells was calculated by using the rsaain-
der mean square from Table 15 as an tmbiased estimate of the "variance 
sunoig the observations within each cell. Eiis standard error was 2.17 
hundred pounds. Within the Sindhi crossbreds the range aaaong the 
reconstituted values of the U/8 and the 6/8 Hblsteins is h,82 hundred 
•Dounds. !Ilhe ratio between this range and the er of 2.17 is 2.22. SJie d 
probability of such a ratio when n « 3 from 3feble 5*5 given by Snedecor 
is greater than .05. Since this difference is not measured between 
random pairs but between certain values which have been picked out of 
an array, the statements about the probability are not exact. On 
the basis of this approadLmate test it is concluded that the differences 
found between the U/S, the 5/S s-nd the 6/8 Eblstein grot5>s involving the 
Sindhi breed can have been chance ones. The 7/8 Holstein groxip was left 
out of this consideration because of the small nmbers on which the 
estimates were based. 
All the differences in production mentioned above are ind^endent 
of the lengths of the lactation because constants for the proportions 
of Holstein blood and lengths of lactation were fitted simultaneously. 
The differences in production among the different classes of breeding 
would probably be of the same order as indicated above, at any given 
length of lactation. Shis would also mean that the given differences 
in production among the crossbred classes have already been freed of the 
effects of differences in their lengths of lactation. 
Siridhi 
FROFOHTICN 0? HCLSTEIH liLCCD IN UKITS OF CN2 EIGHTH 
Fi/;. 9. Froportions cf Dry feriads of COVB vith Different Proportion 
of Holstpin Blood. 
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5!he reduction, due to fitting the effects of the years of calving 
was not calculated because of the extra computation. 2his information 
would have had historical value only for describing the trend in produc­
tion over the years. Observation of the unadjusted means of the length 
of lactation, the dry periods and the milk production per lactation 
of the cows calving in each year did not indicate any definite trend. 
The proportions of the dry periods 55 "to days long are 
T3lotted in Figure 9 against the amounts of the Holstein blood in the 
or> -i raA ls= 5?he 5/S Holsteias sropesr most d 9Si3r2.1jX© S21022g 
the Sahiwal crosses while among the Sindhi crosses all the classes with 
U/g or more Solstein blood are equally desirable. The threshold of 
expression tentatively suggested as a genetic ejcp Sanation for the trends 
in age at first calving and in milk production seems to ^ply also to 
length of dry period, The repeatability of .OS found indics-tes that the 
dry period is affected to only a slight extent by the heredity and the 
permanent environment. 
The following answers may be given, on the basis of the above 
information, to the questions that were the object of this study; 
1. She Sindhi breed appears to be more suitable for crossbreeding 
with Holsteins under Indian conditions than does the Sahiwal. 
2. In general the 5/S Holstein blood would give the "best" result 
because the animals of this class: 
a) possess e^ly sexual maturity; 
b) "oroduce maximum milk per lactation of all the classes; 
c) a larger proportion of them have shorter dry periods and 
are consequently more regular breeders under tropical conditions than 
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are the aaiaals of other classes. A large proportion of them tend to 
have lactations of the desired length. 
3. For the conditions under which the sniioals studied in this 
investigation were raised, the most desirable coahination therefore 
is the 5/S Hblstein-3/S Sindhi. 
In order to get more general and widely applicable results other 
Indian breeds would have to be crossed to several of the European breeds. 
A more suitable experimental design would enable aore clear cut separation 
and interpretation of the results due to different causes* If anisals 
with the same proport5.on of Solstein blood 00 id be produced by Hore 
than one type of mating, the mechanism of the inheritance of some of 
the characters could be studied more accurately. For exanrole animals 
with Holstein blood could be produced by crossing two purebreds, 
one Holstein and the other Indian, as well as by mating two or by 
mating a 6/S and a 2/S, etc. Contrasts among the resulting progenies 
which would all be Holstein would give evidence concerning whether 
heterosis vas involved in the expression of some of the characters that 
were studied. More data and further investigations are necessary to 
test some of the conclusions and the hypotheses enxmerated above. 
iPhe system of producing the crossbreds like those studied would 
require raising the anisaals of at least two pure breeds, one Indian and 
the other European. It does not establish stocks tending to become more 
prepotent and "true breeding". After the "best" combination has been 
determined from farther studies, more work woj2d be necessary to estab­
lish whether the desirable characteristics of that combination can be 
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Haintained tiirotigh generations of interbreeding. By large scale 
crossbreeding and selection a desirable sTo\sp which is true breeding 
might be developed if that seCTis to be required for the Indian condi­
tions. 
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SUI-lM^T 
iTlie data for this study came from the military dairy farms of 
India and inclcide 2S3S records of 901 cows which were pmrehred Sindhis, 
purebred Sahiwals and varions crosses and hackcrosses of these with 
Hoisteins. !fhese crosses or grades contained 2/S, 5/S» and 
7/S Holstein blood. She data extended over a period of sixteen years, 
"beginning in 1922 and ending in 1937' crossbreeding work was to a 
considerable extent a planned ezp^riment. 
0!he method of least squares was used for estimation and to test 
hypotheses. The dependent variables were: (l) the age at first calv-
3ig, (2) fflilk production per lactation, (3) dry period and (h) length 
of lactation. 
lEhe age at first calving was affected significantly by the herds 
and by the proportions of Holstein blood. She proportion of Holstein 
blood was more important than the herds in controlling the vsiriation 
in age at first calving. !Phe same proportion of the Holstein blood 
re^onded differently in combination with the two native breeds. The 
purebred native cows were late maturing while the crossbreds were early 
maturing. 0?he various proportions of the Holstein blood affected age 
at first calving in a curvilinear way, age being high with no Holstein 
blood and decreasing at a decreasing rate thereafter. 
Milk production per lactation was affected significantly by the 
same factors which affected the age at first calving and also by the 
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native breeds and length of lactation period. Seasonal differences 
were not large, j^he Indian breeds were lor^r producing while the cross-
breds vere high producing. 5he sindhi "breed vas, oa the average, 
"better than the Sahiwal in crossing with the Holsteins. The proportion 
of Holstein blood was the most isportsnt source of variation in milk 
production. iPhe effects of various proportions of Holstein blood 
followed a curvilinear trend, production starting low vdth no Eolstein 
"blood, rising linr-arly till the p/S level of the Bblstein blood and 
declining thereafter. She 5/^ Holsteins produced 2522 pounds milk per 
lactation more than native cows. 
The purebred Indian covs tended to have shorter lactation periods 
and longer dry periods than the crossbreds. ™he and the 5/S 
Holsteins had a"bout sixty per cent of their dry periods "between 55 sni 
114- days in length. A"bout thirty per cent of their lactations were JOO 
to 329 days long, together the hereditary and the permanent environ­
mental differences between the cows coxild account for o:ily eight per 
cent of the total variance in the length of their dry periods, i»e. 
the repeatability of the dry period was .08. 
iige at first csJ-ving seems to have a threshold of expression. For 
milk production per lactation and for dry period a hereditary intermed­
iate happen(=!d to "be the phenotypic optimaa. !rhe genes for early sexual 
maturity seen to be dominant over those for late sexoal maturity. iThe 
genes affecting milk seesa to act additively while those causing maladspta-
bility of an individual to the tropical environment may have a threshold 
of expression. The threshold seans to lie around the h/S level of the 
-132-. 
5ol stein "olood. 
In general the 5/S Holstein-3/S Sindhi combination appears to be 
the most siiitable one for the conditions prevalent in India where these 
animals were raised and kept. 
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